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EDITORIAL

Mrs. Sonia Victor Soans

I

t is a great pleasure to welcome
every reader to the second
issue of IT Digerati
2016-2017. After the huge
positive feedback received for the
maiden issue, it became more of an
obligation to bring forth this much
awaited annual.
This time the Editorial Committee
focused on students’ articles and
performance presentation. A large
number of articles were collected
from students and scrutinized before
publishing. This will not only

encourage the budding writers but
also enhance their knowledge in
latest IT technologies.
IT is moving at a great pace and
keeping up to this, requires a regular
study and update of knowledge. This
is a challenge for every IT individual.
IT students of Nizwa College of
Technology constantly upgraded
with lots of latest technologies
through the IT Magazine which
gives an insight to various new
happenings in the IT world. With
the recent attack of malicious
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software like ransomware, it is very
important for all of us to be aware of
the IT developments which affects
the day to day work and take wise
decision when online. Children must
be judicious while using the Internet
hence a regular update of IT
happening in every person’s daily
curriculum is a must.
The reports of various workshops
conducted by the IT staff mention in
NCT Digerati displays the
importance of sharing their
knowledge with staff and students.
IT Digerati is one of its kind. It
plans to soar at greater heights of
sharing IT development news and
advancements in the forthcoming
issues.
More guest write-ups will be added
and it will bring a revolution to the
information distribution.
I wish all the readers the very best
and look forward to feedback and
more suggestions in bringing out the
best from this annual in the future.

FROM THE
HOD’S DESK

Dr. Rolando Lontok Jr., HoD - IT

M

arhaba!
We have come a long
way, indeed.

Last academic year, we tried to
realize a long-cherished department
dream in our own simple way, and we
were able to achieve it; we’re able to
publish the first issue of our
department magazine, IT Digerati.
Finally, we are successful in realizing
the dream and putting together a
group of people who are able to
break the barrier and come through
with the first serious magazine for us
in the IT family and for others in the
whole NCT community as well.
As is true in any initiative, a bigger
challenge is to continue the
motivation to keep moving forward.
And as is true in any dream that have

already been realized, the goal is how
to keep dreaming, and keep dreaming
bigger.
I always thought that following a
successful maiden publication with an
equally successful or even better
second issue, is a Herculean task, and
indeed it was. Sustaining the interest
of writers and contributors is a hard
task for the editors, much more if
various beats and deadlines fall
during the summer term where
everything is abbreviated and time
moves twice as fast. However, our
indomitability saved the day for us
once again, and we are able to
compile and collect a gamut of
diverse articles to equal, maybe
surpass our maiden issue. Things are
really looking more interesting for
the department in sustaining this
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treasured project.
In this issue, IT Digerati provides
our readers a vast array of
information:
Department news tell about our
department’s exploit and
accomplishments in and out of the
campus during the academic year
2016-2017; technical and featured
articles are indeed very relevant as
they describe new technologies that
are shaping our lives, both at home
and in the college; literary
submissions have been actively
engaged in not only by staff, but
more importantly, by our students.
Indeed, the list goes on and on, and
the diversity of articles is amazing.
Though it’s hard, we were able to
once again buck the odds and come
up with a cocktail of informative,
scientific and artful submissions.
So, where do we go from here?
It is basically cliché, but then, with
the way things are happening, things
would just continue moving forward,
I believe. Let’s just keep our resolve
to continue working in this matter,
and continue writing articles that
will be enjoyed by our growing
readers.

HOS’S
THOUGHTS

Staff Development: A Pillar of Development for
Math Section
Dr. Khalifa Al Shaqsi, HoS - Math Section

S

taff development programs
for the Math Section is
conducted on a monthly
basis depending on the
availability of the presenter. The
objective behind the staff
development activity is to share
different research topics and also to
share recent advancements in the
field of Mathematics. The program
also focusses on the need analysis of
the staff.
It helped the staff to go in par with

the recent topics of Mathematics and
also to get acquainted with different
research topics as well as different
software helpful to Mathematics
Mr. Sunil Prakash conducted a
workshop on 27th October 2016 in
IT department, on the topic Data
Analysis using SPSS ver. 23 Ms.
Alice conducted a workshop on
Moodle quiz. This aimed at
conducting online quizzes for the
student focusing on the paperless
assessments.
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Mr. Naseer Ahmed and Mr. Ranjith
Kumar, Lecturers in Mathematics,
conducted a workshop on “Using
Functions and Cyclic Group in
Calculated Questions – Moodle 3.2”.
Mr Naseer Ahmed conducted a
seminar on Domination color class
number in graph theory focusing on
the basis of graph theory and its
applications. Dr. Anitha Reddy
conducted a workshop on fluid
mechanics. She aimed at bringing out
the basic ideas behind the topics
which helped to rejenuate the idea of
fluid mechanics among the staff.
The workshops/ seminars conducted
this year were very useful and
informative and also motivated the
staffs to enter into the field of
research. This also helped the staff
to refresh their knowledge on the
following domain. The Staff
development program for the math
section is coordinated by Mrs
Manitha Rijo.

Peer Teaching: Student as A Teacher
Mrs. Alice M. Lontok, HoS - IT Section

S

tudent Involvement puts
emphasis on the importance of
recognizing the knowledge of
students and gives them the
opportunity and responsibility of
educating their peers. Students teaching
students is deemed to increase student
engagement by providing opportunities
for students to explore teaching and
learning in a new way.
Based on this premise, I have invited a
former student and asked her to give a
presentation and demonstration of the

animated story assignment she made for
my Fundamentals of Information
Technology class 2 semesters ago.
Nawf Abdul Rahman Al-Kharusi
accepted my invitation with enthusiasm
and she gladly presented and
demonstrated her animated story which
was created in SCRATCH programing
language, a free visual programming
language developed by MIT
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Media Lab. Nawf explained to the keen
listeners how she used backdrop, sprite,

script, costume and music to create her
animated story. She even gave suggestions
to her fellow students that they could get
images from the web or scan favorite
characters and use them as a sprite in their
story.
During the whole process, I was in the
classroom as a facilitator and observer. I
have observed that students feel more
comfortable and open when interacting
with a peer. Students were able to ask
many questions and the information they
get from the interaction may give them
more ideas on how to develop their own
animated story. On the other hand, by
allowing a student to teach their peers, we
are also allowing the student to increase
their confidence, strengthen their
knowledge & skills and develop
presentation & communication skills.
I would like to encourage other teachers
to do this activity in their classes if they
have not tried it yet. The results may help
us determine if peer teaching may play an
important role in our classes.

Our Continuous Strive for Excellence
Mr. Muhammad Tariq, HoS - Networking/Internet & E-Security Section

I

t gives me immense pleasure and
satisfaction to witness the second
issue of IT Magazine. A great deal
of effort is indeed involved in
making such endeavors a reality, for
which I highly appreciate the students
and staff members who have contributed
to the magazine. I hope this edition is
even more successful than the maiden
issue and this journey continues on
smoothly.
The Networking & Information Security
section of NCT IT Department is a
vibrant section prominent for its high
quality of education, supportive teaching

and learning environment, diversity in
course projects, students achievements in
various national-level events and a
unique Cisco CCNA R&S training
program.
With dedicated faculty members,
state-of-the-art facilities and continuous
support from HoD-IT and the top
management of the college, we have
achieved some significant milestones this
academic year 2016-17. These primarily
include further enhancement in staff
skill-set and expertise pertaining to
course projects supervision, resulting in
networking and security student course
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projects in several diverse sub-domains.
Also, our students participated in several
competitions held in other colleges and
acquired top ranks in almost all. Multiple
staff development activities were
conducted by our section staff members
to share their knowledge and skills with
fellow colleagues. We also continued to
provide support to the IT specialization
committee in development of curricula
and course materials.
Another important achievement this
academic year was the effective
progression of supplementary Cisco
CCNA R&S training provided to select
BTech Networking students which has
resulted in 26 students successfully
passing the Cisco exam till date (out of
29 students in total who took the exam)
with passing percentage of 90%. Eight
more students are scheduled to take the
exam very soon.
We shall continue to strive for excellence
and in playing our role in making NCT a
college of choice for the students.

Our Students ...
Our Pride
List of Best Students for Semester 1 ( 2016-2017 )
Sr. No.

Student No

Student Name

Gender

Sem.GPA

1 24S132

Marwa Salim Ali Rashed Al Ismaili

Female

4

2 26S1592

AMAL MANSOOR NASSER AL SIYABI

Female

3.94

3 26J13159

Al-Galia hamed Nasser Al-Raqmi

Female

3.88

4 26S141

MARYAM SAED SAID AL HASHEMI

Female

3.88

5 26S168436

Hajer Saif Shakhan Al Alawi

Female

3.86

6 26S1297

Aliya Mohammed Ahmed Al-Mahrouqi

Female

3.8

7 26J1293

Safa Sa'ud Ali AL Mahrouqi

Female

3.8

8 21S13175

Suaad Sulaiman Harib Al Awimari

Female

3.74

9 24J1328

Khadeja Awad Harith Al-Tobi

Female

3.74

10 26S1234

Fatma Saif Abdullah Alhinai

Female

3.74

11 26S1418

JALEELA YASIR THABIT AL ZAKWANI

Female

3.72

List of Best Students for Semester 2 ( 2016-2017 )
Sr. No.

Student No

Student Name

Gender

Sem.GPA

1 26S1591

HOORIYA AHMED MOHAMMED AL BUSAIDI

Female

4

2 26S1291

Muneera Salim Hamad Al-Hashemi

Female

3.95

3 24S132

Marwa Salim Ali Rashed Al Ismaili

Female

3.94

4 26S1441

SHAMSA RASHID KHAMIS AL SUBHI

Female

3.86

5 26S129

Maitha Salim Rashid Al-Mahrouqi

Female

3.85

6 26S1599

HIBA HAMED SULAIMAN AL-HADHRAMI

Female

3.8

7 26S1431

BALAQIS MOHAMMED SAID AL-MAKHASHANI

Female

3.76

8 26S1356

Suhailah Salim Ali Al Mahrooqi

Female

3.74
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List of Best Students for Semester 3 ( 2016-2017 )

Please leave space for this ……
Winners of Various Competitions in other COTs
Tech Fest 2017 an intercollegiate competition held at Ibri College of Applied Sciences on
21st and 22nd March, 2017.
Asma Hamad Said Al Fadhdiya
Rahma Nasser Ali Al Julandani

Won the 1st prize in Poster Presentation.

Zam Zam Salim Saif Al Busaidi
Hajar Mohammed Said Al Riyami

Won 1st place in Technical Quiz

Revera 2017 at Waljat College, Muscat on 9th May 2017
Ahmed Rashid Al Shukaili
Muneer Suliman Al Busaidi

Won the 3rd place in Digital Poster Making event

2nd iTech Marathon event/project Demonstration/Exhibition Mechanics in Ibri College of
Technology on 6th March 2017.
Rahma Nasser Ali Al Julandani

Best Project Award

Asma Hamed Said Al Fahdiya

Best Project Award
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Reports
Course Project
Orientation for
IT Students
Ms. Alice Lontok

T

he IT Department
conducted a Course
Project Orientation for
students who will take
course project in Semester 1,
2017-2018. The orientation is
important so that students will
know the new course project
procedures which will be
implemented by all academic
departments in Nizwa College of
Technology from Semester 1, AY
2017-2018.
In the new procedure, students must
form the group and submit a
proposal one semester prior to the
Course Project registration. The
proposal will be approved by a panel
formed by the department for this
purpose.
The IT department also plans to
provide series of workshops to the
students to assist them in the
preparation of their proposal,
requirement gathering & analysis
and design phases of the project
development. The department also
created a Moodle course for the
students so that they could
download all the documents that are
necessary in the submission of
project requirements.
The new scheme is deemed to help
the students in managing and
developing their course projects.
Since the proposal will be approved
one semester prior to the course
project registration, they will have
more time for implementation or
coding phase of the project
development.

Workshop on the Preparation
of Course Project Proposal
Ms. Alice Lontok

D

iploma students of IT Department were given a workshop about
the Preparation of Course Project Proposal on May 30, 2017.
The workshop is an avenue for the students to get a better
understanding on how to prepare the proposal based on the
department requirements. The incoming diploma Course Project students
were divided into three groups and the workshop was conducted by Mr. Sheik
Mohammed, Mr. Arun and Mr. Vinodkumar.
During the workshop, the facilitators explained the minimum requirements for
different type of course projects. A sample proposal for each type was
presented and discussed in detail, including how the marking rubrics will be
used against each proposal. The facilitators also explained the process of
approving the course project proposals by members of the evaluation
committee. In the same workshop, the students also submitted the Group
Formation Form that indicates the members of each group, course project
pre-requisite status of each member and the remaining courses of each
student.
The department is very happy with the turnout for the workshops as this
shows the students’ sincerity in preparing for their course projects.
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Workshop Conducted by NCT IT Staff in Sultan
Qaboos University
Ms. Suad Al-Riyami

A

workshop was conducted
by Dr Khalifa Al-Shaqsi
and Ms.Suad Al-Riyami in
Sultan Quaboos
University on 22nd and 23rd March
2017 on “Integrating Technology
Into Education Using Moodle”. This
workshop was organized by Oman
Mathematical Committee, Oman.
Ms.Suad Al-Riyami explained the
Basics of Moodle, she gave an
overview of moodle. She
demonstrated the steps to add and
set up any course, to add and delete
students from any course, to add and
modify activities within the course,
to create Backup of data and steps to
Restore the data. She also explained
how to manage students’ grades
using Moodle, methods of tests’

preparation using the Question Bank
and add user profiles.
On the other hand Dr. Khalifa
Al-Shaqsi explained Implementation
of Math in moodle, preparing
Assessments through Moodle and
adding Math Equations and Symbols
in the Quizzes.
A large number of participants
benefitted from this workshop. As
many as 25 Math Supervisors/
Teachers from the public Schools in
and around Muscat participated in
this workshop. It was conducted in
the Main Library laboratory.
It was a great success for the
speakers since they could reach out
to so many Math teachers and
explain to them the benefits of
Moodle.

The workshop ended with an
award ceremony where Ms Suad
Al-Riyami and Dr. Khalifa Al-Shaqsi
were awarded and honoured by the
Assistant Dean ……
The IT Department is proud of
this venture and wishes them great
success in future endeavors.

Math Lecturers Attend Workshop on “DIFFERENCE
EQUATIONS: Modelling and Beyond ”
Mr. Gopal Thangavel

T

he Oman Mathematics
Committee, along with
Sultan Qaboos
University organized
the “Workshop on Difference
equations: Modelling and Beyond”
last, 5th April 2017. Lecturers from
Math Section of Department of
Information Technology, Mr. K. G.
Sreekumar, Mr. A. Naseer Ahmed,
Mr. Ranjith Kumar K. R, Mr. Gopal
Thangavel and Mr. Naheed

systems”, discussed by Dr.
Abdessamed Tridane, “Area –
preserving maps and the use of
KAM theory to prove local stability”,
explained by Dr.Amal Amleh, “On
the rational equation
in DE” by
Dr. Mohamed Ben Haj Rhouma, and
“On the dynamics of a difference
equation of the form
Mohammed attended the workshop.
Dr. Fatima Al-Kharousi OMC,
DAMAS-SQU and Dr. Asma
Al-Ghassani DAMAS-SQU gave the
welcome speech and opening
remarks, respectively. The five
sessions in the workshop included
“Squeeze Theorem to prove
convergence of recursive sequences”,
which was explained by Dr.Ziyad
Al-Sharawi, “Maximal Output
Admissible sets for nonlinear discrete
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” by
Dr.Asma Al-Ghassani.
The Workshop discussed discrete
dynamical systems, as well as
modelling problems and related
concepts, especially application in
Mathematical Biology. Moreover, the
workshop provided a broad vision for
researchers and academic staff to
explore this field of mathematics
concept in real life applications.

IT Department Open Day – ITEX 2017
Ms. Sonia Victor Soans

I

T Open Day ITEX 2017 was
held on 30th April 2017 which
was a part of the NCT Open
Day as a whole. ITEX 2017
was an activity of the Department,
with active participation of IT Club
guided by Ms. Suad Al Riyami. The
IT Club students participated very
actively and helped in many aspects.
Apart from exhibits, this year, the
department decided to have IT Skills
competitions for students that were
also participated by other colleges.
The preparations began from
Semester 2 with department level
meetings and college level
discussions. The invitations were
sent to 15 colleges well on time and
the registrations began thereafter.
Colleges like University of Nizwa,
Waljat College of Applied Sciences,
Ibri College of Technology, Ibri
College of Applied Sciences, Ibra

College of Technology, Al Musanna
College of Technology, Middle East
College of Information Technology
and Higher College of Technology
registered. Along with Nizwa
College of Technology, 99 students
registered for various competitions.
As per schedule, the colleges arrived
and confirmed their registration on
30th April 2017 by 9.15am. At about
the same time the exhibits were
declared open by Mr. Hamad Al-aufi,
Asst. Dean for Admin and Financial
Affairs Ismail Ahmed Nasser Al
Riyami Asst. Dean for Student
Affairs along with the IT department
head Dr. Rolando Lontok and the
Head of Sections Dr. Khalifa Zayid
Khalifa Al Shaqsi HoS, Math, Ms.
Alice Lontok HoS, IT and Mr. Tariq
Mohammed HoS, Network and
ESecurity Section. After the opening,
the teams were asked to move to
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their respective venues for
orientation of different Skills
Competitions like Graphics Design,
Math, Network Configuration &
Troubleshooting, PC Assembly &
Troubleshooting, Photography,
Programming, Robotics, Web Design
& Development and Student Projects.
All students participated in the
competitions very actively. By noon
the competitions were over and
students were asked to proceed for
lunch.
The closing ceremony was held in
the Male Lounge. It began with the
Holy Quran Recitation by Masood,
continued with the closing talk by
Dr. Rolando followed by prize
distribution. It was indeed a day full
of vigor and enjoyment for all the
participants.
Photo Collage by Mr. Sanjay Gupta

Winners of ITEX from All Colleges
Winners of ITEX from all colleges

Name of Event
Graphics Design
Competition
Math
Competition

Position
First

Participant’s Name
Asad Said Al-Anqoudi

College/University
Nizwa College of Technology

Second

Noor Yahya Mubarak Al Hadhrami

Nizwa College of Technology

Third

Ahmed Rashid Al-Shukaili

Nizwa College of Technology

First

Ahmed Hamed Mohammed Al Abri

Higher College of Technology

Abdullah Said Salim

Higher College of Technology

Abdullah Masood Sulaiman Al Sibani

Nizwa College of Technology

Mohammed Zahran Khalaf Al Subhi

Nizwa College of Technology

Neha Sunil

Waljat College of Applied Sciences

Saima Maryam

Waljat College of Applied Sciences

Saqar Nasser Al Daoudi

Ibra College of Technology

Ameer Saif Al Harthi

Ibra College of Technology

Second
Third
Network
Configuration &
Troubleshooting
Competition

First
Second

Ahlam Mohammed Said Al-Mahrouqi
Zamzam Salim Saif Al-Busaidi

Third

Amina Salim Abdullah Al-Hadhramiya
Miaad Abdullah Hamood Alhinai

Nizwa College of Technology
Nizwa College of Technology

PC Assembly &
Troubleshooting
Competition

First

Qais Sulaiman Hamed Al-Aghbari

Nizwa College of Technology

Second

Waleed Abdallah Nasser Al-Hosni

Musanna College of Technology

Third

Moaiyed Said Khasib Al Hattali

Nizwa College of Technology

Photography
Competition

First

Ahood Said Alrahbi

Higher College of Technology

Second

Sultan Said Al-Ghafri

Ibri College of Technology

Third

Rajiv Krishnan

Waljat College of Applied Sciences

First

Mathew Skariah

Waljat College of Applied Sciences

Debashish Halder
Programming
Competition

Second

Taymora Al Ghawi
Abdulaziz Al Balushi

Third

Ahmad Mohammed Almukhaini
Ibrahim Abdullah Alabri

Robotics
Competition

First
Second

Web Design &
Development
Competition

First

Second

Higher College of Technology

Al-Anoud Ahmed Said Al Mahruqi

Nizwa College of Technology

Zulaikha Abdullah Al Rawahi

Nizwa College of Technology

Prathyusha Gobburi

Waljat College of Applied Sciences

Abin George Thomas

Waljat College of Applied Sciences

Mohammed Sulaiman Mohammed
Ambusaidi
Hisham Khamis Said Al Kendi
Marwa Ali Al Khusaibi

Nizwa College of Technology
Nizwa College of Technology
Al Musanna College of Technology

Haitham Nasser Khalifa Said Al-Abri

Al Musanna College of Technology

Sara Said Obied Al Shukily

Ibri College of Technology

Ikhlas Hamood Al-Shuhomi

Ibri College of Technology

Abdulaziz Salim Hashil Al Hkmani

Al Musanna College of Technology

2nd

Khamis Salem Khamis Al -Habsi
Manahil Rashid Abdullah Al Hinaai

Al Musanna College of Technology
University of Nizwa

3rd

Muneera Salim Hamad Al-Hashemi

Nizwa College of Technology

3rd
Student Project
Competition

Ibri College of Applied Sciences

1st
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New Batch of NCT CCNA Passers
Mr. Rodel Antonio

A

group of B.Tech
Networking students
took the new CCNA
Routing and Switching
(CCNA 200-125) certification at
Muscat last February 2017 and got
100% passing rate. The CCNA
Routing and Switching certification
will lead the students to be more
competent in networking field and
enhance their job prospects.
The Network and
Internet\E-Security section of IT
Department of Nizwa College of
Technology helps its students
become IT industry competent
before they graduate by providing

them trainings related to CCNA.
This project is currently on its third
year, and this batch is the 4th batch.
With the new batch of exam passers,
Nizwa College of Technology has
now a total of 26 CCNA Routing and

Switching Certified. As of this time,
NCT is providing CCNA training for
15 students and will have their exam
by April 2017.

NCT Students Bag Third Prize in “Fiesta
Mathematica 2017”

Dr. Prabhakar Reddy

T

he information
regarding “Fiesta
Mathematica 2017” was
received through email
from ICT on the third week of
February. They needed five
students from our college to
participate in the event. With the
help of the Math faculty members,
the NCT Math Club identified 15
students studying various Math
Courses, who were willing to
participate in the competition.
Training sessions were provided to
them on the various topics of
Mathematics by Mr. Muhammed
Basheer, Mr. K.G. Sreekumar and
Dr. Prabhakara Reddy, faculties
from the Math section. After all the
training sessions, a screening test
was given to them on 12/03/2017.
Based on their performance in the
screening test, five students - Ali
Saif Saoud Al Zieyadi, Salim Saif
Nabhan Al Rawahi, Rahab Ali
Khalifa Al Hinai, Saud Suleiman Al
Omairi and Suhailah Salim Al
Maharouqi (Three students from

Diploma Second year, Engineering
and Two students from Advanced
Diploma, Information Technology)
were selected to participate in the
competition in ICT.
Transportation was provided by the
college management for the students.
On behalf of the NCT Math Club,
Dr. D. Prabhakara Reddy
accompanied the students to ICT to
participate in “Fiesta Mathematica
2017”. They started from NCT at
7:30 am and reached ICT at around
9:30 am. After registration, the
students participated in the
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Mathematical Games and the
Exhibition organized by the students
of ICT.
The first round of the competition
was a written test for a duration of
60 minutes, which started at 12 noon.
Students from the colleges and
universities all over Oman
participated in the first round. Based
on the results from this round, three
of our students Salim Saif Nabhan
Al Rawahi, Saud Suleiman Al Omairi
and Suhailah Salim Al Maharouqi
were selected to participate in the
final round of “Fiesta Mathematica
2017”. Along with our students,
seven teams from various universities
and COTs competed in the final
round. With splendid performance,
our NCT team wrapped second
runner up prize in the final round of
Fiesta Mathematica 2017. It was a
proud moment as we were the only
college from the COTs who secured
prize, competing with students from
other Universities offering Math
courses in undergraduate and Post
graduate level.

IT Students Won1st Prize in Tech Fest 2017
Ms. Sonia V. Soans and Dr. Jehan Murugadhas

I

T students participated in Tech
Fest 2017 an intercollegiate
competition held at Ibri
College of Applied Sciences on
21st and 22nd March, 2017. Tech
Fest 2017 presented various events
like Technical Quiz, Poster
Presentation, Programming and
Data Modeling. Students of more
than 10 colleges participated in the
events. NCT IT students Asma
Hamad Said Al Fadhdiya and Rahma
Nasser Ali Al Julandani, won the 1st
prize in Poster Presentation. On the
other hand, Zam Zam Salim Saif Al
Busaidi and Hajar Mohammed Said
Al Riyami secured first place in

Technical Quiz. Samahir Zahir,
Rumaisa Nasser Al-Aamri also
participated in Technical Quiz. They
all were trained by Mr. Muhammad
Tariq and Mr. Abdul Basith.
The other participants from NCT IT
Department were Maha Masaaod
Mohammed Al-Muzahimi, Maryam
Ahmed Said Al Riyami, Sabah
Mobark Said Al-Syabi for Data
Modelling. They were trained by Ms.
Alice Lontok and Mr. Sheik
Mohammed. Moreover Adhra
Masood Al Riyami, Marwa Salim Al
Ismaili, Al Ghalia Hamed Nasser Al
Raqmi participated in Programming,
coached by Ms. Sonia V. Soans.

Ms. Sonia V. Soans and Dr. Jehan
Murugadhas escorted the students
for this meet. They described the
overall experience as excellent,
further stating that students gained a
lot of experience in the event.

IT Club’s First Training Session in JAVA Programming
Ms. Suad Al Riyami & Ms. Sonia V. Soans

T

he IT Club conducted
their first workshop on
Java Programming –
Inheritance on 16th
March 2017.
The IT club, supervised by Ms. Suad
Al Riyami, invited the resource
person, Ms. Sonia Victor Soans, IT
Lecturer, to give the talk. Ms. Sonia
began the workshop as per schedule
by handing over a set of 10
worksheets to the students which
kept the students very participative
and alert throughout the talk. The
worksheets, along with the talk,
completed the flow of learning about
Inheritance in one session. The
resource person ended the talk with a
short quiz and distributed some

chocolates to the students who
scored well.
The participants got very motivated
and expressed their willingness to
organize many more such sessions.
When a B.Tech student was asked
why he was attending the training
session, he replied by saying that this
kind of session will help him build
his knowledge and use it in the
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future.
The Department Head, Dr. Rolando
Lontok, and the HoS, Ms. Alice
Lontok, congratulated the students
and encouraged them for many more
similar sessions.
The forthcoming weeks will bring
sessions on Operating System,
learning PhP and Sql. Registrations
are open for the same.

IT Club Plans New Activities
Ms. Sonia Victor Soans

T

he IT Club is an
association of IT
students from the college.
This club conducts a
variety of activities in the fields of
education, technology, personality
development and overall
development of students.
This semester, the first IT Club
meeting was held on 9th February in
the IT Department. The IT Club
Advisor Ms. Suad Al Riyami,
supervised this meeting and students
attended in large numbers.

Groups were formed among the
attendees and activities were planned
for the rest of the academic year.
Among the activities planned are
Personality Development Training,

Research Methodology, Getting
ready for a new job, and games.
The activities will be held on
Thursdays in the college premises.
Every activity will be supervised by
the IT Club officers and the resource
person.
The head of the IT Department Dr.
Rolando Lontok appreciated this
initiative and the innovative ideas put
forth by the club. He also encouraged
all IT students to participate whole
heartedly and benefit from the
activities.

Workshops on Virtualization - A Distributed Computing Perspective
and Getting on the Bandwagon of Virtualization

Mr. Mohammed Yasir Khan

M

r. Muhammad Yasir
from the IT
Department of Nizwa
College of Technology
conducted the first session of the
workshop titled Virtualization - A
distributed computing perspective in
A108 on 4th May, 2016. The workshop
was very informative and gave an
insight to a research arena.
He explained that Cloud computing and
IT-as-a-service delivery models offer
organizations a way to transform IT to
meet both the increasing demands for
dynamically delivered IT resources and
the pressure to lower costs. These
computing models can deliver greater
agility and be less expensive to
provision and maintain than traditional
physical environments.
The successful transition to these
computing models is not only
dependent on a solid
virtualization-based IT Infrastructure,
but on the transformation of skill sets
and processes to support the new
technology. The lack of a solid
foundation can jeopardize the success of
implementing these higher-level
initiatives.
Virtualization is a disruptive technology
that fundamentally changes the way
companies think about delivering
business value through IT. Given its

disruptive nature, many organizations
struggle with successfully implementing
a widespread virtualized infrastructure.
Having a solid foundation is a critical path
to a successful virtualization initiative.
He discussed basics of virtualization and
related topics. The types of virtualization
along with appropriate uses and tools are
also discussed in detail. Later, an overview
of available virtualization solutions and
review of key decision factors when
selecting a virtualization platform. Finally,
a walk through on observations including
identification of areas for further
investigation, and highlighting the most
effective next steps for virtualization
strategy was conducted.
On 8th June 2017, Mr. Muhammad Yasir
conducted the second session of the
workshop in A108 on Getting on the
bandwagon of virtualization.
He mentioned that virtualization
technologies clearly hold significant
promise for the enterprise, including
better hardware utilization, improved
service and performance, and reduced
downtime. However, potential roadblocks
such as political issues across IT and the
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business, a lack of skills, and poor
application support stand in the way of
successful implementation.
The workshop begins with a
comprehensive overview of the
virtualization landscape. Later, he put
light on important drivers, key benefits,
potential challenges, best practices, and
significant market trends across a full
range of virtualization platforms and
technologies.
He also demonstrated the virtualization
platforms of VMWare and VirtualBox.
The presenter also highlighted the key
factors and concepts for creation and
management of VMs. Later, creation of a
virtual network using integration of
VMs configured at various platforms is
demonstrated using network simulation
and device emulation tool, GNS3. Finally,
the presenter discussed the possibilities
for the integration of virtualization in the
networking and security based course
projects.
The Department head Dr. Rolando
Lontok appreciated his initiative and
encouraged for more such informative
sessions.

Student Course Project Collaboration Initiative at NCT
Ms. Alice M. Lontok

A

meeting on Student
Course Project
Collaboration was held on
June 1, 2017. The meeting
was initiated by IT Department and
attended by the Head of IT
Department, Head of Sections as
well as project steering committee
representatives from different
academic departments, and a
representative from ELC. The two
main objectives of the meeting are
(1) to come up with a list of projects
that could be done by students of
each department for other
departments and (2) to come up with
a list of collaborative projects, which
could be done by students from
different departments.
During the meeting, each department
representative discussed the different
types of project developed by their
students. The discussion gave an
opportunity for each participant to

develop ideas on how a department
could help another department
through the student project. Several
project ideas were discussed which
could be developed through the
collaboration of all academic
departments. One of the requested
projects for IT students is to develop
a Project Requirements System
which could be used by all
departments in requesting for a
project and for facilitating easier
collaboration between departments
concerned.

While the system is not yet available,
the participants of the meeting
decided to use a shared file through
Google Sheets to come up with the
required lists that will be updated by
the project steering committee head
of each academic department.
Participants hope that through the
shared file, each department could
develop student projects that are
useful and may provide solutions to
the needs of other departments in
NCT.

Workshop on Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
and Its Security Challenges
Dr. Jehan Murugadhas

D

r. Jehan Murugadhas,
Networking/ESecurity Section, IT
Department conducted
a workshop on 11th May 2017 in
the title of “Vehicular Ad Hoc

Networks and Its Security
Challenges”. The aim of this
workshop was to provide the
research experience in the field of
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks to the
faculty members.
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The speaker explained the impact of
the Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
(VANETs) in the entire road traffic
and the functionalities of the smart
car. The workshop focuses an update
on recent developments in the
VANETs Architecture, Smart
Vehicles, V2V Communication,
Traffic Safety Electronic Payment
Applications and Adaptive cruise
control systems in roadways. It also
covered to find out the Vulnerabilities
and Preventive measures of security
challenges. The session included the
practical based creation of Ad Hoc
Networks using real device.
The workshop concluded with
discussing about various VANETs
simulators and Car to Car
communication related projects.

IT Department’s Team Building Event
Ms. Sonia Victor Soans

I

t was an afternoon filled with
laughter and togetherness
when the staff members of the
IT Department had the Get
Together and Team Building
program on 4th January 2017.
All staff made it to the venue on time
in their dress code colors (Red, White,
Green and Blue) depicting the Oman
Flag colors which made the scenario
even more beautiful. The RED team
made a splendid entry and stunned
everybody.

The Head of Department Dr.
Rolando Lontok Jr. delivered his talk
and motivated the staff to participate
whole heartedly.
Mr. Muhammed Tariq, the MC called
forward the staff-in-charge for various
sessions. The staff who conducted the
sessions were Dr. Sivakumar, Ms.
Alice Lontok, Ms. Sonia Soans,
Ms. Kalaivani, Mr. Sajan Mathew and
Mr. Joji John.
The Social and Cultural Committee
members conducted some team
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activities which encouraged the
enthusiastic staff even more. All staff
members participated in one or the
other activity. The activities were well
planned to bring in a lot of team
spirit among the staff members.
Mr. Sudeer kumar demonstrated few
magical tricks and left the staff in a
state of awe.
The winners of the games carried
home their accolades and the program
ended on a happy note.

IT Club
Triggered Their
First Activity
Ms. Sonia Victor Soans

Best Project Award Win for
NCT IT students
Rahma Nasser Ali Al Julandani
Student

T

he IT Club students
organized a training
session on Plotter Usage
for the Multimedia
students of the IT Department. Mr.
Gilbert B. Pajimna from the
Educational Services Section (ESS)
of the Educational Technologies
Center (ETC), was the Resource
person who demonstrated the
printing process using the Plotter.
This session was held on 15th
February, 2017.

W
The IT Club Advisor Ms. Suad Al
Riyami, supervised this session and
encouraged many students to benefit
from it.
Dr. Rolando Lontok the head of the
IT Department mentioned that
more such activities need to be
conducted to encourage our students
to gain extra information and hands
on training sessions.

e, students of Nizwa College of Technology, participated in
the 2nd iTech marathon event/project Demonstration/
Exhibition Mechanics in Ibri College of Technology on 6th
March 2017. All CoTs and some private colleges participated
and competed in various fronts like Project, Photography, Programming,
Network Security and Math. We got the first prize in the Best Project
Category among all participants. It was one of the most outstanding and
memorable moment for us.
Our project is to provide a cost-effective solution for providing internet service
in villages which are located far away from internet service providers. It is
designed to use wireless technology instead of using any other technology.
I, Rahma Nasser Ali Al Julandani, a student in Nizwa College Of Technology
worked very hard to make this dream come true. Along with my friend Asma
Hamed Said Al Fahdiya I completed the project for providing internet to
remote areas. Then we decided that it must be implemented, and the thought
of doing a project in real time came to our minds. During our survey in
Nizwa, we found that Alrohba doesn’t have internet, so we decided to
implement our project in this area. We then distributed questionnaires and
finally gathered all the information required.
We faced many problems initially such as, the required device was not
available with us and we did not know the exact population of Alrohba city.
We did not lose hope. With the support of our families and our teachers we
overcame all the difficulties and worked even harder.
It was such a wonderful experience to participate in the competition which
provided a platform to describe and explain our project. I’m proud of being a
student of Nizwa College Of Technology. I am grateful to the college
authorities, the IT Department Head, the HoSs for selecting my project for the
competition. I also thank my family, teachers and my project supervisor Mr.
Mohammed Abdul Basith for their constant support and encouragement.
I thank you all ...
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First Math Forum Gathering
Mr. Ranjith Kumar K.R.

T

he Math Section, of
Information Technology
Department, Nizwa
College of Technology,
conducted the first Math Forum
gathering on 9th May 2017 in LR02.
The event started at 2 pm, with the
welcome note by Mr. Ranjith Kumar,
Coordinator of NCT-Math Club. Dr.
Rolando Lontok (HOD of the IT
department), Ms. Alice M Lontok (the
HoS of the IT section) and Mr. Tariq
Muhammed (the HoS of the
Networking section) were the invitees
along with all the staff members of
the Math section. After the welcome
speech, the prizes and certificates for
the winners of the various math
competitions conducted by the NCT
Math Club – Math quiz, Math puzzle,
Math debug, Math memory test –
were distributed by Dr. Rolando
Lontok (HoD IT) and Dr. Khalifa Al
Shaqsi (HoS of Math section).
After the prize distribution, Mr.
Naseer Ahmed opened the
“Discussion on Curriculum
Development: Teaching and

Assessment with ICT” by briefing the
progress of the math section towards
using of ICT in teaching and
learning as well as assessments in the
last couple of years. The HoD IT, the
HoS’s of IT, Networking and Math
sections and all the staff members of
the Math section actively participated
in the discussion. All the invitees
appreciated the efforts taken by Math
section in adopting technology to
support teaching and learning as well
as assessments. The feedback and
suggestions given by all were
recorded to enhance the methodology
of teaching Math with the support of
ICT. The discussion lasted till 3:30
pm.
The Quiz in Higher Mathematics for
the Math staff members started at 4
pm. All the Math staff members
except the quiz master Mr. Naseer
Ahmed were grouped in four teams
with 4 to 5 members each. The quiz
covered all the topics in higher level
Mathematics. It was a great
opportunity for all the math faculty to
refresh their knowledge in the higher
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mathematics. It lasted till 5:15 pm.
After a short break, the Talk on Math
session started at 5:30 pm, where each
Math faculty was given maximum of
5 minutes to present a topic related to
Mathematics. The Math faculty
members actively presented their
respective topics in this session which
ended by 7:30 pm. They are short
presentations but too informative.
The meet ended with the concluding
remarks given by Dr. Khalifa Al
Shaqsi. He appreciated the efforts
taken by all the Math faculty
members in making this gathering as
a memorable event. A token of
appreciation was given to all the math
faculty members for their active
participation in the event.
The winning team of the Quiz in
Higher Mathematics which included
Mr. Naheed Mohammed, Mr. Ranjith
Kumar, Ms. Suganthi Gopal, Ms.
Manitha, and Mr. Muhammed
Basheer, and the presentations by Dr.
Prabhakara Reddy and Mr. Sudeer
Kumar in Talk on Math were awarded
with special prizes.

NCT Math Club Conducted Math Competitions
for Students of NCT

Mr. Ranjith Kumar K.R.

A

s a part of the regular
annual activity, the NCT
MATH CLUB has
organized and conducted
various MATH COMPETITIONS
for the students of NCT on
16/03/2017 like Math Quiz, Math
Puzzle, Math Debug and Math
Memory Test.
The notification for the competitions
was given in the college website
along with the registration link and
rules for the various competitions,
two weeks prior to the scheduled
date of the competition. In addition,
emails were sent to the students
informing them about the
competitions along with the
registration link. The students were
required to register for the
competitions as a team consisting of
two members. The dead line for
registration was 13/03/2017. Many
students from the various academic
departments of NCT – Foundation,
Information Technology,
Engineering and Business Studies
– registered for the competitions.

The prelims for the competitions
were conducted on 15/03/2017 in
the Adam Hall from 9:30 am to 12
pm. Six teams each were selected for
the final round of each competitions
based on their performance in the
prelims.
The MATH QUIZ was held in room
LR12 from 12 pm to 1:30 pm,
coordinated by Dr.Prabhakara Reddy
and Dr. Anitha Reddy and assisted by
Mr. Ajmal Ali, all from the Math
section. The team of Mallak Nasser
Mohamed Al Nadabi and Laila
Nasser Rashid Al Aamri secured first
prize and the team of Ahmed
Abdullah Mohammed Al-Suleimani
and Zakaria Khalfan Hamed Al Hajji
secured second prize in this
competition.
The MATH PUZZLE was held in
room LR10 from 12 pm to 1 pm,
coordinated by Ms. Shreemathi and
Ms. Manitha from the Math section.
The team of Ahmed Abdul Rahman
Omer Al-Jabri and Muhanad
Mohammmed Nasser Al Hinai
secured first prize and the team of
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Ahmed Abdul Rahman Omer
Al-Jabri and Muhanad Mohammmed
Nasser Al Hinai secured second prize
in this competition.
The MATH DEBUG was held in
room LR10 from 1 pm to 2 pm,
coordinated by Mr. Gopal Thangavel
and Mr. Naheed Mohammed from
the Math section. The team of
Maroa Abdullah Madad Al Hinai and
Miysaa Said Mohammed Al Abri
secured first prize and the team of
Abdullah Masood Sulaiman Al Siban
and Mohammed Zahran Khalf Al
Subhi secured second prize in this
competition.
The MATH MEMORY TEST was
held in room A126 from 11 am to 12
pm, coordinated by Mr. Sreekumar
from the Math section. Sumaia Salim
Ayel Al-Julandani secured first prize
and Ahmed Abdullah Mohammed
Al-Suleimani, Zakaria Khalfan
Hamed Al Hajji, Basma Mohammed
Abdullah Al Mahruqi secured second
prize in this competition.

IT Club Activities in the Academic
Year 2016 – 2017
Ms. Sonia Victor Soans

T

he IT Club is an
association of IT students
of Nizwa College of
Technology. This club
conducts a variety of Activities in the
fields of education, technology,
personality development and overall
development of students.
This semester, the first IT Club
meeting was held on 9th February in
the IT Department. The IT Club
Advisor Ms. Suad Al Riyami,
supervised this meeting and students
attended in large numbers.
Groups were formed among the
attendees and activities were planned
for the rest of the academic year.
Among the activities planned are
Personality Development Training,
Research Methodology, Getting
ready for a new job, and games.
The activities will be held on
Thursdays in the college premises.
Every activity will be supervised by
the IT Club officers and the resource
person.

The head of the IT Department Dr.
Rolando Lontok appreciated this
initiative and the innovative ideas put
forth by the club. He also encouraged
all IT students to participate whole
heartedly and benefit from the
activities.
The Club created a Club Logo and
established an Instagram account for
all publicity purpose on 6th March
2017. The next meeting was held on
12th March to discuss about the IT
Open Day. A lot of suggestions were
given by the dedicated Club
members. This meeting was a part of
the series of such meeting held to
bring out the best in the IT Open
Day which was a part of the NCT
Open Day as a whole.
On 15th March 2017, the alumnus
Mr. Moosa Saleh who is currently
working in Bank Muscat, Izki
conducted a workshop on Designing
Website using PHP and MySql.
Being an ex-student he could
understand the requirements of the
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students and explained everything to
the point which definitely helped the
students in their Course Project.
The next program conducted by the
IT Club was the Training Session in
JAVA Programming by Ms. Sonia
Victor Soans on Thursday 16th
March 2017. This training session
was beneficial for the students who
were studying JAVA and for some
students who had already completed
the course.
The next meeting was held on 17th
March 2017 to discuss about Open
Day celebrations and planning of the
same.
A week before the Open Day the IT
Club students started participating
very actively. They created artistic
decorative materials and planned the
settings of every exhibition rooms.
ON and before the Open Day they
helped in decorating the IT area for
all events. The students helped the
Reception committee to welcome the
participants of every college.

Throughout the IT Open Day, the
students worked very hard to make
the program a grand success. In this
regards a special meeting was held
on 14th May 2017 at Jibrreen Hall,
to felicitate the students who actively
participated in the program. The
head of the IT Department, Dr.
Rolando Lontok honoured each and
every student with certificates and
gifts. Thereafter the program
continued with games and
entertainment for the students by

Dr. Sivaramu

A

their supervisor Ms. Suad Al Riyami.
A social program was their next
target. The IT Club members
conducted their next entertainment
event at Nizwa Hospital on 7th June
2017 from 4pm to 9pm. The students
conducted the Iftaar program for all
the members of the hospital followed
by entertainment programs.
In the meantime, the club also
conducted the Instagram Ramadan
Competition from 3rd June 2017 to
24th June 2017 along with the

Engineering Club.
This concluded the whole year’s
activities and events. The IT Club
students promises to conduct more
such programs and many new ones
next academic year.
The Department wishes them the
best for the future.

NCT IT Students Win In 2nd ITech
Marathon Event

team of 10 students
participated in the 2nd
iTech Marathon Event at
Ibri College of
Technology on 6th March, 2017.
Students from Muscat, Nizwa, Ibri,
Ibra, Al Mussana and Shinas and
Waljat College of Applied Sciences
participated in the competitions.
Two IT Students Rahma Nasser Ali
Al Julandani and Asma Hamed Said
Al Fahdiya from NCT, won first
prize in the Project Demonstration
event. Their trainers Mr. Tariq and

Mr. Abdul Basith, who had been
rendering their training from a long
time, was more than pleased to hear
of this success.
Hani Hamdan Said Al Suleimani, an
IT Student from NCT, won first
prize in the Photography Contest
held at Ibri College of Technology.
Other students who participated in
Photography, Programming and
Math competition were Hani
Hamdan Said Al suleimani
coordinated by Ms. Alice Lontok,
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Adhra Masood Al Riyami, Marwa
Salim Ali Al Ismaili trained by Ms.
Sonia V. Soans, Azhar Sulaiman Salim
Al Alawi, Samiya Mohammed Said Al
Sabahi trained by Mr. Humayoun and
Ali Saif Al Zieyadi, Rashid
Mohammed Said Al Abri trained by
Mr. Sreekumar, Mr. Muhammed
Basheer and Dr. Prabhakara Reddy.
The students were escorted by Dr.
Sivaramu and Mr. Shreekumar.

Math Lecturers Present Papers in “SITAM 2017”
Mr. Ranjith Kumar K.R.

T

he Information
Technology Department
Research Committee
(IDRC) of Shinas
College of Technology (ShCT)
organized their first national level
“Seminar on Information Technology
and Applied Mathematics” (SITAM
2017) on the 15th of March 2017.
Mr. Naseer Ahmed and Mr. Ranjith
Kumar, Lecturer in Mathematics,
Department of Information
Technology, submitted their papers
for the event. The paper titled
“Dominating Color Class Number of
Graphs” was submitted by Mr.
Naseer Ahmed and the paper titled
“Using Functions and Cyclic Group
in Calculated Questions – Moodle
3.2” was submitted by Mr. Ranjith
Kumar, which is the collaborative
work with Mr. Naseer Ahmed. Both

these papers were accepted, and they
were invited to present the papers in
SITAM 2017.
Mr. Naseer Ahmed and Mr. Ranjith
Kumar presented their papers in the
first session in different venues. After
the first session of paper
presentation, a group picture with all
the paper presenters was taken along
with the Dr. Khalid Zayed
Al-Muharrami, the College Dean and
the event organizers of SITAM
2017. The organizers of the
programme made sure that the token

of appreciation, for participating in
the event and presenting the papers,
are given to the lecturers. Certificate
of Appreciation as well as memento
were presented by Ms. Amina Salim
Mohammed Al-Jabri, the
Chairperson of SITAM 2017 and the
HoD of the Department of
Information Technology. She
thanked the participants for being a
part of SITAM 2017 and mentioned
that she is expecting their
cooperation and contribution in the
same way for SITAM 2018.

NCT IT Students Won 3rd place in Digital Poster Making
Event in Revera 2017 at Waljat College, Muscat
Ms. Sonia Victor Soans

I

t was a very competitive
environment at Waljat
College on 9th May 2017
where Revera 2017 was held.
A series of competitions for all
private colleges and CoTs were
conducted. The NCT IT students
participated in 3 categories Digital
Poster Making, Web Designing and
Technical Quiz.
Ahmed Rashid Al Shukaili and
Muneer Suliman Al Busaidi won

the 3rd place in Digital Poster
Making event. They used a Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS) called
GIMP to design the poster.
The other students who participated
were Mukhtar Mohammed Al
Hinnai, Rafa Said Al Yarabi and
Hisham Khamis Al Kindi as Team 1
and ZamZam Salim Al Busaidi,
Ahlam and Afrah as Team 2 in the
Technical Quiz Event. The students
were trained by Ms. Sonia Soans and
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Ms. Kalaivani Selvaraj. Ahmed
Rashid Al Shukaili and Muneer
Suliman Al Busaidi were trained by
Mr. Sanjay Gupta. Mohammed
Sulaiman and Mohammed Salt were
trained by Mr. Arun Kavuru for the
Web Designing event.
The two teachers who escorted the
students were Ms. Sonia Soans and
Ms. Kalaivani Selvaraj. It was a great
learning experience for the students.

IT Department Hosted a Guest Seminar on
“Green Product”
Mr. Vinesh Jain and Ms. Sonia V. Soans

T

he IT Department hosted
a guest seminar on
Wednesday 17th May
from 10 -12am at Adam
Hall in Nizwa College of
Technology.
The program began with
introduction of the Guest speaker by
the student representatives of IT
Club supervised by Ms. Suad Al
Riyami. Staff from all departments
were invited by the Department
Head Dr. Rolando Lontok. Many
staff members represented their
departments and benefitted from the
seminar.
The guest speakerShri Manmohan
Jaiin also known as Mr. M. S. Jaiin
completed his graduation in
Agricultural Engineering, worked for
over four decades in serving
humanity through various ways. He
started his talk, and presentation by
sharing to the audience, his life.
The early awareness about his
potential and capabilities led him to
realize that much bigger
opportunities, challenges as well as
achievements lay ahead and he
decided to take the plunge into
entrepreneurship in 1979 with a
nominal capital of Rs.30,000. It is
difficult to answer the question of
why he decided to get into the
business of manufacturing sodium
silicate. In retrospection, it could be
said that it was Sodium Silicate that
chose him rather than the other way
around, because he had cast his
indelible and unique stamp on every
significant development that this
industry had gone through over the
last three decades.
Even after three decades and
unquestioned leadership in India as
well as number 2 position across the
globe in Sodium Silicates, the quest,
zeal and the burning fire to do more
remains with Mr. Manmohan Jaiin as
strong as it was, when he started the
business. The business has grown by
leaps and bounds with more than 37

locations and 750 employees.
“It’s a funny thing about life; if you
refuse to accept anything but the
best, you very often get it” - and
that’s what symbolizes Kiran Global
Chem Limited now. Kiran Global has
today become an Indian
Multinational with operations in 7
countries and more being planned.
Today, the M S Jaiin Group is the
largest manufacturer in the country
of Sodium silicate and have
surpassed 600,000 tonnes per annum
production mark. The company also
has installed capacities of 15,000
tonnes of LABSA and 25,000 tonnes
of Potassium Silicate.
The mission to establish Kiran
Global Chems Limited as a global
leader through innovative
technologies and best practices
having been accomplished, Mr.
Manmohan Jaiin has embarked on yet
another journey to fulfill his vision:
“To engage in a continuous quest for
developing innovative and
path-breaking products, services and
practices for building a better,
brighter and sustainable future for all
stakeholders”.
Here, it will be interesting to learn
about a significant contribution
which the M S Jaiin Group of
Companies is poised to make to the
world at large. Today one of the
biggest challenges before the world
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is the threat posed by global
warming and consequent extreme
weather patterns, Release of Carbon
dioxide CO2 into the atmosphere is
one of the primary reasons behind
global warming and consequent
climate change. The highest
contributor to global carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions at 7% per annum, is
the cement industry, through
calcination on account of heating of
limestone and burning of coal as
fuel.
For the first time in the history of
modern cement across the world, the
M S Jaiin Group has been able to
produce a versatile cementitious
material (called Geocement) without
the use of limestone or coal or
cement in the process of
manufacture. This portends a
phenomenal positive development for
the world at large because of the
promise of substantial reduction of
CO2 emissions. You can know more
about this revolutionary product at
www.geocement.in.
The program ended with vote of
thanks proposed by Mr. Vinesh Jain.
The IT Department Head Dr.
Rolando Lontok appreciated the
initiative taken by the department in
organizing such guest lectures and
encouraged for more such programs
in future.

MORE
WORKSHOPS
Workshop on Smart Googling
Mr. T V Sathyanaryana

A

workshop on Smart
Googling was conducted
on 13th October, 2016 at
12 noon in Project Lab.
The resource person was Mr. T V
Sathyanaryana. 14 participants
benefitted from the workshop. The
aim of the workshop was to give
hands on experience to hone the
google search skills. The workshop
began with opening challenge to the
participants to find picture’s
photographic location using google.
The workshop covered various aspect
of google search features. Different
type of search operators were
demonstrated. The workshop closed
with an Online quiz that reviewed the
entire session. At the end a weekend
challenge was given to the
participants. The challenge was to
find the address of the building where
the photograph was pictured using
google.”

Workshop on Data Analysis Using SPSS Ver. 2.3
Mr. Sunil Prakash

M

r. Sunil Prakash,
Lecturer (Math)
conducted a workshop
on 27th October 2016
in IT department, on the topic Data
Analysis using SPSS ver. 23. The
purpose of the workshop was to
provide an insight to some popular
data analysis practices for the IT
faculty in order to enhance their
research work.
He classified the workshop into four
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categories; how to summarize the
data, how to find out similarities and
differences, identify and measures
associations/relationships and how to
examine causalities. The focus of the
workshop was on how to find out
similarities and differences and
followed by a hands on practical
session.
The session concluded with Mr. Sunil,
discussing at length how SPSS output
should be interpreted.

Ms. Zuwaina Delivers a Talk on Microsoft Project
Web Application (PWA) for IT Staff
Ms. Sonia Victor Soans

M

s. Zuwaina Rashid
Al-riyami the
SharePoint Developer
of ETC conducted a
short seminar on Microsoft Project
Web Application (PWA) which is a
web-based interface to collaborate
and share information of projects,
tasks, and resources in Project Server
on Oct 2nd and Oct 6th, 2016 in the
IT Lab.
She explained how to use the Project
Web Application, to create an
Enterprise project by clicking into
the project ribbon, and select the
Enterprise project type. The IT
staff learned how to review the

projects in the portfolio by looking at
the project center and view all the
projects.
Project Web Application maybe also
used to update tasks and timesheets
by looking at the Timesheet Grid. In
addition to that she also explained
how to connect MS project 2013
with project web app. The talk was
very beneficial to the staff and in
future the project coordinators
decided to implement PWA for the
project students.
The department Hod Dr. Rolando
congratulated and wished Ms.
Zuwaina all well in her future
endeavours.

Using Functions In Calculated
Questions - Moodle
Mr. Naseer Ahmed

M

r. Naseer Ahmed,
lecturer in math,
department of
information
technology, the speaker of the
workshop, began the practical session
by instructing the participants to

attempt the sample online quiz to
experience the advantages of online
assessment through Moodle. After
getting the feedback from the
participants, the session began with
the demonstration to enroll/
un-enroll the student in the courses.
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As a continuation, we created quiz
and changed its settings to make it
more secure and comfort for both
staff and the student. Then, the
creation of question types like True
or False, Fill in the blanks, multiple
choice, calculated multiple choice,
calculated question are explained in
detail. Also, creation of short answer
or long answer questions by merging
the two or more question types in
same page of the activity was
highlighted in the session. Wild card
was introduced and explained.
Finally, inclusion of these questions
in the already created activity was
demonstrated and then the speaker
clarified doubts/queries of the
participants.

Workshop for Annual Operational Plan
Development
Mr. Arun Kavuru

I

T Department has
organized a workshop for
the development of its
annual operational plan for
the academic year 2017-18. The
workshop was organized in
ADAM hall on Thursday 25th
May 2017 from 12:00 NN to 1:00
PM. The staff members were
divided into 8 teams based on the
8 goals from the strategic plan.
The staff members were given
with the inputs such as
department plans for next
semester, feedback on the OP
2016-17 and also the revised
strategic plan.
The activity was started with the
presentation from Dr. Rolando,
Head of IT Department on the
quality cycle and ADRI model.
The Speaker was also focusing on
the SP and KPIs. HOD also
highlighted and explained the
process of OP preparation and
gave details about the planned
workshop.
After the presentation of HOD,
each group started discussing the
Operational plan in detail and
allotted team leader in each group
has submitted the complied
implementation steps for each
strategy, to the QA Coordinator.
Later after the work shop, HOD
gave the task to the QA
Coordinator to compile the work
done by individual group and
prepare the first version of
Operational plan 2017-18. This
will be sent to the staff members
again for their feedback once
again.
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Workshop on Student Centered Learning
Mr. Arun Kavuru

I

T Department has organized a
workshop on Student Centered
Learning. The workshop was
organized in ADAM hall on
Thursday 25th May 2017 from 1:00 PM
to 2:00 PM.
The activity started with the presentation
by Dr. Rolando, Head of IT Department
who focused on the importance of Student
centered learning and its approaches.
HOD highlighted the importance of
moving students towards active learning
rather than keeping them as passive
learners.
HOD mentioned that the ministry along
with the college wants to implement the
SCL approaches in all courses.
Highlighting the different approaches of
SCL, HOD explained that the following
are some of the common approaches that
are followed globally.
• Learner - centered teaching
• Experiential learning
• Personalized learning
• Self-regulated learning
• Peer led team learning
• Team-based learning
• Peer instruction
• Inquiry guided learning
• Active learning
• Collaborative learning
• Inquiry-based learning
• Cooperative learning
• Problem-based learning
• Just-in-time teaching
• Small group learning
• Proficiency based learning
• Project-based learning
• Question-directed instruction
It was also informed to the staff members
that, from semester 1, all staff members
must implement any of these approaches
in their courses.
After the presentation, workshop started
where, each staff member suggested two
approaches for his course with suggestions
on implementation, and assessment.
Mr. Arun is asked to compile the collected
data for further analysis. After the analysis
department will create its plan on
implementing SCL
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Graduate Statistics
for AY2016
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Academic Year Id
2016/2017
2016/2017
2016/2017
2016/2017
2016/2017
2016/2017
2016/2017

Level Name
Advanced Diploma
Advanced Diploma
Advanced Diploma
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Diploma Second Year

Specialization Name
Database
Internet and E-Security
Networking
Database
Internet and E-Security
Networking

Male
0
0
0
0
0
2
6

Female
2
1
1
13
18
21
26

Total
2
1
1
13
18
23
32

Graduate Statistics for AY2016-2017
32

21

18 18

26

23

13 13
0

0

2

2

ADVANCED
DIPLOMA

0

0

1

1

ADVANCED
DIPLOMA

0

0

1

1

ADVANCED
DIPLOMA

0

0

0

BACHELOR

Specialization Name

Male

31

0

0

BACHELOR
Female

Total

2

BACHELOR

6
DIPLOMA SECOND
YEAR

IT Gathering
Photos
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Articles
Magic of Inverse Matrix
Dr. Prabhakar Reddy and
Dr. Anitha Reddy

34

Seventeen Equations that Changed the World
Mr. K. G. Sreekumar
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Cybersecurity
Taiba Yusuf Adim Salmi
B.Tech in Internet & E-Security Student

C

ybersecurity is the bone or
it could be the body of
technologies, processes
and practices which is
designed to protect all networks,
computers, programs and data from
such of attack, damage or
unauthorized access. In a computing
view, security includes both
cybersecurity and physical security.
Ensuring that cybersecurity requires
coordinated hard work throughout
an information system.
Cybersecurity includes elements of:
1. Application security
2. Information security
3. Network security
4. Disaster recovery / business
continuity planning
5. Operational security
6. End-user education
One of the most challenging
elements of cybersecurity is the
quick and constant developing nature
of security risks. The old method
that has been focused mostly on
resources on the critical system
components and protect against the
biggest known threats, which
required leaving some less important
system components unprotected and
some less dangerous risks not
protected against. Such an approach
is inadequate in the current
environment. Adam Vincent,
CTO-public sector at Layer 7
Technologies (a security services
provider to federal agencies including
Defense Department organizations),
describes the problem:
“The threat is advancing quicker
than we can keep up with it. The
threat changes faster than our idea
of the risk. It’s no longer possible to
write a large white paper about the
risk to a particular system. You
would be rewriting the white paper
constantly...”
To deal with the current
environment, suggested
organizations are encouraging extra
proactive and adaptive approach. The
National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST), for example,
recently issued updated guidelines in
its risk assessment framework that
recommended a shift toward
continuous monitoring and real-time
assessments.
According to Forbes, the global
cybersecurity market reached $75
billion for 2015 and is expected to hit
$170 billion in 2020.
1. Application Security:
Application Security that is the use
of software, hardware, and practical
methods to protect applications from
any type of threats that can affect the
application.
Security measures built into
applications minimize unauthorized
code to be able to manipulate
applications to access, steal, modify,
or delete sensitive data. The actions
that should be taken to ensure
application security are sometimes
called countermeasures.
The most software countermeasure
is an application firewall that will
limits the execution of files or the
handling of data by specific installed
programs. The most common
hardware countermeasure is a router
that can prevent the IP address of
any individual computer from being
directly visible on the Internet.
Other countermeasures include
conventional firewalls, encryption/
decryption programs, antis-virus
programs, spyware detection/
removal programs and biometrics
authentication systems.
2. Application security can be
enhanced by strictly defining
enterprise assets, and identifying
what the application will do and
knew the purpose of the application
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with respect to these assets, creating
a security profile for each application,
identifying and prioritizing potential
threats and documenting adverse
events and the actions taken in each
case. This process is known as threat
modeling. In this context, a threat is
any potential or actual adverse event
that can compromise the assets of an
enterprise, including both malicious
events, such as a denial-of-service
(DoS) attack, and unplanned events,
such as the failure of a storage
device.
3.Information security (infosec)
“Information security (infosec) is a
set of strategies for managing the
processes, tools and policies
necessary to prevent, detect,
document and counter threats to
digital and non-digital information”.
Infosec is responsible to include
establishing a set of business
processes that will ensure to protect
information assets regardless of how
the format of information or whether
it is in transit, is being processed or
reside in storage. Infosec programs
are built around the core objectives
of the CIA triad: maintaining the
Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability of IT systems and
business data. These objectives BE
ensure that sensitive information is
open or disclosed to authorized
parties (Confidentiality), prevent
unauthorized modification of data
(Integrity) and guarantee the data
can be accessed by authorized parties
when requested (Availability).
Information security processes and
policies involve physical and digital
security measures to protect data.
These measures can include

mantraps, encryption key
management, network intrusion
detection systems, password policies
and regulatory compliance.
Threats to sensitive and private
information come in many different
forms, such as malware and phishing
attacks, identity theft and ransom
ware. There are multiple security
controls to deter attacker and
mitigate vulnerabilities. This should
minimize the impact of an attack. To
be prepared for a security breach,
security groups should have an
incident response plan (IRP) in place.
This should allow them to contain
and limit the damage, remove the
cause and apply updated defense
controls.
4. Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP)
“A disaster recovery plan (DRP) is a
documented, structured approach
with instructions for responding to
unplanned incidents”.
This step-by-step plan consists of
protections to minimize the effects of
a disaster. Typically, disaster
recovery planning involves an
analysis of business processes and

continuity needs. Before generating a
detailed plan, any organization
should performs a business impact
analysis (BIA) and risk analysis (RA),
and it establishes the recovery time
objective (RTO) and recovery point
objective (RPO).
For more info about disaster recovery
plan refer to the following link:
http://searchdisasterrecovery.
techtarget.com/definition/
disaster-recovery-plan.
5. OPSEC (operational security)
“OPSEC (operational security) is an
analytical process that classifies
information assets and determines
the controls required to protect these
assets”.
OPSEC is can be describe as a
military term that described
strategies to prevent potential
adversaries from discovering critical
operations-related data. As
information management and
protection are becoming important
to success in sectors, OPSEC
processes are now common in
business operations.
Operational security typically

consists of a five-step process:
1. Identify critical information:
determine exactly what data would
be mostly harmful to an organization
if it was found by an adversary.
2. Determine threats: determine who
represents a threat to the
organization’s critical information.
3. Analyze vulnerabilities: This step
includes identifying any potential
gaps in physical/electronic processes
designed to protect against the
encoded threats, or areas where lack
of security awareness training leaves
information open to attack.
4. Assess risks: determine the threat
level associated with each of them.
5. Apply appropriate
countermeasures: The final step
consists of implementing a plan to
mitigate the risks beginning with
those that carriage the biggest threat
to operations. Potential security
advances stemming from the risk
mitigation plan include implementing
additional hardware and training or
developing new information
governance policies.

Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
Taiba Yusuf Adim Salmi
B.Tech in Internet & E-Security Student

I

ntrusion detection system
(IDS) is a device or software
which is used to monitor the
network activities for any
possibilities of malicious activities or
policy violations. The IDS generates
a report to the administrator.
There are different types of IDS:
Network based (NIDS)
Host based (HIDS)
The first IDS is Network based
(NIDS) is placed in points to monitor
traffic from all devices on the
network. It analyzes all the passing
traffic on the entire subnet and
matches them to the library of

known attacks. If any attack is found
or abnormal behavior is sensed, the
NIDS then sends an alert to the
administrator.
This NIDS can install where the
firewall is located to check if any bad
event try to break the firewall. NIDS
is designed according to the system
interactive property. There are two
types, they are, on-line and off-line.
On-line NIDS deals with the
network real-time and it analyzes the
Ethernet packets.
The second IDS is Host based
(HIDS) and applies it to some rules
to decide if it is an attack or not.
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The second type of IDS is Host
based (HIDS) which runs on
individual system or hosts on the
network. It is used to monitor the
inbound and outbound packets from
that host only. So in case of any
attacks it alerts the user or
administrator to take actions. It
works by taking a snapshot of the
existing system files and matches it
with the previous ones, if the critical
system files are modified or deleted,
it will send the alert to the
administrator or user. HIDS can be
used on mission critical machines
which are not expected to change
their configuration.
When we install or configure IDS we
have to keep track of its update and
upgrade its technology if required
and that will keep it working
efficiency.

Cyber Security Laws
Laila Ali Al-Musilhi
B.Tech in Internet & E-Security Student

T

he internet in the world
is growing rapidly.
Everything has two side.
A coin has two sides.
Also internet has two sides positive
and negative sides. Negative side it
can get cyber crime .
The term cyber refer to a person,
thing, or idea as part of the computer
and information. Cyber-attack is
threats to all businesses today. And
laws businesses are attractive
information source.
Cyber Security is the body of
technologies, processes and practices
designed in security function. It
protects networks, computers, data

and programs from different attacks,
risks and vulnerabilities that may
affect it. It can protects them from
unauthorized access, attack or
damages delivered via internet by
cyber criminals. Cyber Security
include many elements. It include
application Security, Information
Security, Network Security, Disaster
Recovery\Business Continuity
Planning, Operational Security and
End user education.
When you see closely, there isn’t
much clearness about meaning of
Cyber Security laws actually.

Now a days, Cyber Security become
big important thing. And the
coordination and businesses worry
about Cyber Security risks. Now
some major companies established
practice groups in Cyber Security
laws.
The biggest problem of Cyber
Security is quick and constantly
evolving the nature of security risk
as Mr. Adam Vincent(CTO-Public)
(Security Services Provider to
Federal Agencies Including Defence
Department Organizations) said
“The threat is advancing quicker
than we can keep with it”.

Conclusion

Internet is global network. Everyone
can use it .Some people use it in
vested interests. And make heavy
problems to others. We should use
the internet in right things. To get
better use of it without problems.
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Gold Step
The First Detector Device Globally
Haya Said Sulaiman Al –Awaimary
IT Student

M

odern American
technology allows you to
discover the gold to
depths of 30 meters.
Quick and convenient scanning
technology makes this device globally
first device.
Gold Step detector device is the first time
ever used globally which contains several
double search systems. This device is one
of the latest versions of PR system in
the US company. The device works with
several different systems and the
importance of EMR technology is to
detect the golden treasures, crude gold,
silver, bronze and caves stereochemistry
to a depth of 30 meters and a scanning
circular perimeter of 1000 meters.
Filtered High accuracy and sensitivity
system where the machine is equipped
with filter made of gold in order to
purify the signals from any impurities
and filtered 100% is provided by the

device. It is also enabled with frequency
chamber and is a very modern
technology that is not available with
instruments deployed in traditional
markets. They offer a special frequency to
each metal separately in room
temperature and thus are easy to find on
the target area in a short time.
Technology explained:
Machine is equipped with very modern
techniques for the detection of gold and
minerals buried. Integration between
power static electromagnetic energy and
scanning the front long term is visible.
There is no doubt that the minerals
underlying from the magnetic field is
positive and constitutes caves spatial
magnetic field that is negative and
therefore we can detect metals and
blanks to the depths of up to 30 meters
through Alsenssorat sensors and
compact radars. Balnassas supplied with
the device and is capable of penetrating

and sensing magnetic fields formed as a
result of the presence of metal or deep
caves and voids.
Device Feature:
It was a synthesized literal innovative
way recently to be a highly efficient and
has abilities in order to commensurate
with all those users of the device,
whether or exploration experts, using
even prospecting and exploration
companies as the device possesses a new
form easy to carry and use, which makes
working easy at all times and in all areas,
whether mountains or plains or deserts.
Reference : www.prizmtechnology.com\
br_gold_step.htm

New Generation of Internet
Omar Salam
IT Student

T

he new generation of
Internet, which allows
understanding between the
interconnected devices with
each other and beyond the traditional
definition, which continues to persons
with computers and Smartphone’s
through a single global network and
what distinguishes the Internet
of
things it allows for a person to be free
from the place, that is, if the person can
control the tools without the need to be
in specific place
to deal with a
particular device.
Internet development has been on
several stages. Since World War I until
the early nineties of the last century, the
network was the preserve of the
military uses and applications,

specifically the US Army. Then there
was the strategic decision to open the
door to use civilian applications in the
late eighties and nineties of the last
century first. And recognize a lot of the
military they did not expect enormous
proliferation of the Internet and its
services in the world, also did not
expect that affects the use of all walks
of life applications. With the
proliferation of cellular technology or
mobile new form of technology, and the
emergence old mobile technology tablet
PCs and smart handheld and
generations of data transfer over the
phone, such as 2G, 3G, 4G, opening the
floodgates for the expansion of the
phenomenon of social networking-mail
services(in both audio and visual), it has
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led all to the emergence of the third
generation of the Internet, a generation
Semantic web. This refers to the
availability of Internet tools, such as
search engines, it means building links
between the concepts and the
significance of vocabulary.
Devices that operate global positioning
technology and proximity sensor and
system remotely connect wired and
wireless, and this is what sparked great
enthusiasm among individuals and
institutions to take advantage of these
services. Which enabled the emergence
of the phenomenon of communication
and online communication between
devices each other.

Health is the Greatest Wealth
Asma Saif Abdullah Al Bahri
IT Student

Common junk foods include salted
snack foods like chips (crisps), candy,
gum, most sweet desserts, fried fast
food and carbonated beverages (sodas)
as well as alcoholic beverages, soft
drinks and candy are often painted as
the driving forces behind America’s
obesity epidemic. The junk food are
typically: high in calories, high in fat,
high in saturated and trans fat, high in
sugar, high in simple carbohydrates,
high in sodium (salt) . There are
examples of junk food such as
sandwich. Sandwich is named after
John Montagu fourth ruler of the city
of English sandwich. A hamburger or
burger is fast food and it is a sandwich
consisting of one or more cooked
patties of ground meat, Hamburgers
are often served with cheese, lettuce,
tomato, meat, onion, pickles, chilies
and condiments. Another examples of
junk food is pizza. Pizza is Italian
meal and it is a yeasted flatbread
generally topped with tomato sauce
and cheese and baked in an oven. It is
commonly topped with a selection of
meats, vegetable and condiments.
Croissunt, shawarma, fried potatoes,
sausage and tacos and donut are
famous example of junk food. To eat
fast food there are many reasons that
makes people addicted to fast food.
Here are 9 reasons to eating fast food
meals, according to the percentage of
people who eat junk food .Firstly, it is
easy to get. Most of the people like
the taste of junk food because it is fast
and inexpensive. Sometime the people
late to job and they are too busy to
cook, so the only solution is to eat
junk food. In addition, they do not like
to prepare food by themselves. Some

people considered that the fast food
for themselves. Junk food it is a way to
socializing with friends and family
because they like fast food. Finally,
junk food have many nutrition to
offer. The young adults were less
likely than old adults to say there eat
fast food because at offered many
nutritious choices.
There are a lot of reasons to eat fast
.Firstly, as we know you can get junk
food easily and any time you want it.
Moreover, people like to eat fast food
because of the taste. There are many
flavors such as sweet, salty, bitter and
spicy. The second reason that make
people eat fast food is the price which
is cheap. Additionally, some people not
can cook their food so they go to the
restaurant. The last reason is the
attractive advertisement that can
make you eat a lot of fast food. They
make for you special offers and they
create new meals. I think the most
effective reason is the price and taste
of the food also. Those reasons can
make Obesity or overweight is disease
of chronic disease that needs
protection and continuous treatment.
With the progress of civilization all
the doctors have noticed that the
weights of patients increase and a lot
of healthy people and the prevalence
of obesity as an epidemic not only in
the middle and high classes but it also
in a large segment of the poor classes
in the community. There are a lot of
studies on this topic, one of them is
about the link between fats food and
obesity, it took 15 years to make. This
studies led by Dr. Mark Pereira and
Dr. David Ludwing, and it considered
as the longest time frame in this area.
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3031 people of men and women
participated in the studies , and their
aged between 18 and 30 years. The
researchers found that the people who
eat this type of food at least twice a
week for 15 years prone weight gain
such 4.55 Kg. Also, all the medical
studies have proven that the high
weights owners there default age
decreased by balanced with every
kilogram an increase in the normal
weight. In addition, in the last census
in America was about 40% of student
are suffer from overweight and by
studying the food of students they
found that the greatest cause of
obesity is the junk food and
consumption many of unhealthy food
and it arranged depending on the type
of food as the following: soft drinks
with meals of chocolate bar and
finally chips, burgers, pizza and etc.
After all this information we are sure
that junk food is lead to obesity, but
how can this happen? This question
what we want to explain and find the
answer of it. First, this is the clue to
the ingredients of this food because it
contains many of calories especially
the saturated harmful, trans fat and
simple sugar. Moreover, it may
sometimes contain soy , cheese ,
mayonnaise , ketchup and other
additions which increase the turnout
to this food and that is mean the
regular addressed will lead inevitably
to excess weight and increase the
waist circumference and fat
accumulated in the abdomen and liver.
Actually, this needs approximately
seven hours of exercise to not gain
excess weight. We can say that say
that the second reason is because of
some bad habits that people are doing.
Such as , they eat more than they
burned it down as energy and they do
not do too much physical activities to
burn excess calories consuming which
is turn into fat in the accumulates in
the person’s body

Ramadan
Ibtisam Mubarak Al Hattali
IT Student

R

amadan one of the best
month for the Islamic
Community. All Muslims
must fast in the Ramadan.
Ramadan begin when firmness is seen
in the crescent on day 29 day from 9th
Islamic month. In the Ramadan the
Muslims do not eat and drink from
dawn to dusk. Few people are excused
from fasting. Those people are
children, old people, sick people, people
who are travelling and women who
expect babies. There is an unique
night in Ramadan, it is called Lailatul
Qadr. This night comes in the last ten
nights of Ramadan.
Fasting in the month of Ramadan is a
command from Allah and must not be
disregarded by any Muslim. Fasting is
the action of refraining from feeding
the body in command to fix any
violation of Gods love, faith and
feeding the spirit. Every day in the
Ramadan Muslims around the world
get up before dawn to eat the Suhoor
meal and drink water and also to
execute the Fajr prayer. They facture
their fast when the nightfall is due.
Muslims also push Zakaat in the
month of Ramadan. Also Muslims
make exceptional foods and purchase
gifts for their family, friends and for
giving to the poor people who cannot
buy foods, clothes and the important
thing in the life. The Zakaat which the
Muslims collect help the poor people
to buy new clothes, shoes and other
matter of need. Also in Ramadan
people visit friends and their family.
Finally we believe that Ramadan is the
month of peace when Muslims
attempt to dedicate themselves and
time to Allah by doing their prayers
and reading holy Quran. After the last
day of the Ramadan there is Eid
AL-Fiter. In the Eid children, young
and old people buy new clothes and
gifts for their family and friends. Also
people visit their family and friends.
They thank Allah for his great
benediction.

Ramadan Kareem
Arwa Nasser Khamis Al-Shukaili
IT Student

T

he blessings and benefits of Ramadan Fasting are too many to be
counted. If one does recognize them and realize their importance,
he wishes to have the month of Ramadan to be throughout the
whole year. These blessings are given by Allah to the fasting
Muslims, who are to undergo fasting with full faith and expectation. These
blessings and benefits of the month of fasting during Ramadan have been
grouped and summarized into different categories. They are summarized here
without commentary. It should be remembered that all of these blessings were
taken directly from Holy Quran and Hadith.
The following is a partial list for the blessings and benefits of Ramadan
Fasting:
01. Taqwa:
1. Fearing Allah (SWT)
2. Practicing the Revelations
of Allah (SWT)
3. Accepting the little things
that one has achieved
4. Preparing for departure from
this world to the Hereafter
5. Self-discipline
6. Self-control
7. Self-restraint
8. Self-education
9. Self-evaluation
The number of fasting hours in the second day of the holy month of
Ramadan, for about 15 hours and 36 minutes, and is authorized to pray
Maghreb at 6:48 pm, and identified the Ameskiah at the time of Suhur 2:12
am, while the constipation will be at 2:52am: 12.
My table in Ramadan:
TIME WORK
4:00-4:15 AM
4:16-4:30 AM
4:31-12 PM
12:20-1:30 pM
1:40-3:30 pM
3:30-5:00 PM
6:45-7:00

Prayer
Read Holy
Quran
Sleeping
Prayer and
read holy Quran
Cooking delicious
food
Prayer
Eating

References
https://www.google.com/search?
https://www.google.com/search?
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Losing A Loved One
Nassra Abdullah Aswad Al Busaidi
Student

I

still feel heart-broken whenever I see his son, but at the same
time, I feel happy since he left to us such a gift to remember
him. Even if he left without a son, he cannot be forgotten. He
is my brother.
Full of tears. All of them were crying. I wake up that Friday
morning when I saw everybody at my home was full of tears.
9-7-2011, the date which cannot be forgotten. Six years passed by as
if it was yesterday. It was that day when I lost my older brother,
Sami. Yes, our first happiness in everything. When he got a job, my
parents had stars in their eyes, and why not? Their son had a job
now. Another moment which cannot be forgotten was when he
decided to get married. I was over the moon since one of my
brothers will be a groom. Behind that moments of celebrations, an
awful accident was waiting him.
I was in grade seven when he had that accident. I was coming from
the school when I found a lot of people around my home. What is
the matter? Why are they here? Why are they looking at us? I
started questioning my sister, but no answer. More and more people
started to come, and they were crying. They thought he died, but
actually, he did not.
His heart was still vibrant after that accident for eight months. We
kept going to the hospital to visit him. Oh God. How can I describe
it? How can I describe such circumstances that we went through
during these eight months. Down in the dumps. Even at our home,
feelings of fear surrounded us. I wonder why although it was the
same home that we used to live in.
Before the day of his death, we went to visit him in the hospital. His
smile cannot be forgotten at that day. He was much better than
before. Even the doctors told us that he will leave the hospital soon.
Yes, he left the hospital, but not to our sweet home. To his grave.
One day, my father told me he had a dream of him. And then, silence.
I could not ask him what the dream was. I even could not look my
father’s face as it was full of tears. It cannot be described how it is
difficult for parents to lose one of their sons. My mother used to give
a cup of tea before he goes to work every day. Until today, she tells
us that she always imagine him every morning getting ready to go to
his work. I have seen how parents need support in such
circumstances. Even if they laugh, they are heart-broken. Broken
because of death.
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His Last Agony
Story Written by: Vinesh Jain & Yashasvi Jain

‘

Yes, Yashasvi… I’ve got it!... Yes,
I’ll be there in half an hour!’ I said
as I sipped my coffee and enjoyed
the beauty of earth in the morning
sunny peeks. I thought about my
office as I took the breakfast dishes to
the kitchen.
Slam! I gasped in shock as the dishes
slipped out of my hand.
‘What!’
‘Be careful, Sam’ I spoke in a stern
voice as the feather of anger ran
through me.
‘Sorry Dad!’ My son apologized.
‘I w-was playing with m-my
helicopter’ I stood silent. Sam took up
the dishes and settled them in the
kitchen. Meanwhile I spotted the
helicopter he was playing with. I
stare at it quizzically. It’s not one of
those I’ve bought him. Where he’d
got that?
‘Sam’ I called out and he immediately
ran to me.
‘From where did you get this’ I snap.
‘Uh – Dad, I made it’ he said with a
soft gleam of excitement shining in
the corner of his eyes. Just as I was
about to keep the toy chopper on the
table he took it from my hand and
started to describe its features. I
listened carefully as the solar powered
wings caught my attention.
Also it’s the ‘Engineer’ instinct that
pushed my mind to listen.
Suddenly my mind got struck with a
freaking idea.
‘Ah! Yes. This would be perfect’ I said
in a glee.
‘What Dad?’
‘Nothing. Good job son. Now get
ready for school’ I said and got

dressed for my office. I was so excited.
This idea would be the one. What
would boss think of this? Ah. First
things firsts. I reached office and
literally ran to my cabin in pure
enthusiasm. I quickly arranged
papers, pen, pencil, scale, etc. and
started my work.
‘Excuse me, Sir’ There was a knock on
the door.
‘Come in. Yashasvi’ I said writing my
idea on the paper.
‘What happened Sir? Why are you so
giddy today?’ Yashasvi asked with
astonishment. She was wearing a
black dingy dress with cap sleeves
holding a file in her hands.
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‘Ah! Nothing’ I said trying to gain my
ascetic look. ‘Don’t Worry. Yashasvi.
You will come to know.’
‘Anyways. I have your schedule. At ten
past ten you have meeting with the
Board of Directors. And at twelve you
have a meeting with Boss.’ Yashasvi
told in an official manner.
So two meetings then how will I
finish my work if I have to meet the
Board of Directors. We all know
these meetings are the longest.
‘Yashasvi, could you please cancel my
meeting with the Board of Directors’
‘Sir, but –‘
‘Please Yashasvi, you write an
application to Boss asking permission

to cancel the meeting for now. I have
something very important to do. I
won’t be able to attend the meeting.
Anyway, I have a meeting with him
right? I will talk to him myself.’ I
assured her. I have to do this. This is
the best idea I have ever got…
‘Okay. If this is what you want, I will
do that, Sir’ she said and left my cabin.
Ah! Peace at last. I started to write my
paper elaborately and drew diagrams.
This is why I love papers. It gives
voice to your thoughts in a written
manner.
Its eleven thirty. I have one last paper
to write and I am finished.
I organized the papers and stopped
for a minute to admire my work.
Whoa! I headed towards his office.
Meanwhile I muttered silent prayers
wishing that it should impress Boss.
I knocked at the door and waited for
permission to enter.
‘Come in’ said a bold voice of a
middle-aged person.
I quickly opened the door and peeked
inside. Wow! It was the most formal
place on Earth I’d ever seen. Well, it’s
not like I was pacing into the room
the first time but it never ceases to
amaze me.
No wonder as soon as I entered the
room, I stopped for his permission to
take a seat.
‘Well?’ He stares at me for a second
and then snaps in a sarcastic manner.
‘Ah! Yes. You are Mr. Willows and you
have not attended or would I say
denied the meeting with the Board of
Directors.’ He narrows his eyes at me.
‘ I am waiting for an explanation, Mr.
Willows’
‘Oh! Yes’ I blurt out crimson in colour.
‘I am very sorry, Mr. Hedge but I did
not attend the meeting for a cause.’ I
could feel the sparkles of enthusiasm
in my eyes and voice when I said the
word ‘cause’.
‘As you see, I‘ve come up with a
wonderful idea that would make our
company flourish and touch the

heights of sky.’ I said as I handed him
my work papers.
He gestured me to sit and I thought
I’ve won his attention. I waited until
he reads the papers carefully. His eyes
briefly widen in – amazement – I
think. Finally he kept the papers down
and a pinch of disappointment spread
over his face.
‘Mr. Willows, I have considered your
work which is – absolutely scrap.’
What! I was completely struck by a
ball of astonishment.
‘Well, I have always seen employees
coming up with such ideas and I
always foresee that if those are
implemented, they will not be good
for long run.’
‘No Sir! You are mistaken’ I quickly
took the papers from his table and
started explaining the success of the
project if we are not on it.
‘No! Willows’ he said in a stern and
pressurized voice.
‘But sir –’
‘No. I’ve said it. No more arguments.
And yes our meeting is over. Please
meet Yashasvi she’ll explain you your
next assignment’ he said gesturing
the door.
‘What! Oh good God! How can this
happen?’
My heart started pounding and it
heated up as my body became
aggressive.
I quickly grabbed my empty file and
headed towards the door.
I rushed out of the place to my cabin.
What is wrong with him? I asked
myself. Can’t he see how much of
effort I did?
I was interrupted by Yashasvi who
explained me my next dumb, boring
assignment.
‘Oh! This is getting better and better.’
I muttered in disappointment.
Slowly, I got on with this piece of
work as I did not want to be fired.
The clock struck five which was time
to leave. I quickly gathered my stuff,
parked it and headed towards the
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door. I was so tired and angry and
broken.
But I still can’t do anything.
I walked to my car when I met my old
friend who helped in my bad times. He
too worked for my company but
rarely seen.
So I managed a smile as he
approached.
‘Hey Willows!’ He beamed at me.
‘Hey McHarthy! How are you?’
‘Me? Am fine. You? You look very
tired’
‘Yeah! It was a long day. How about
you! I can see your happiness can
twinkle the whole city!’ I said as his
grin widens.
‘It was a good day. I had a meeting
with Mr. Hedge and guess what? He
gave me a project to work on…’
Suddenly all the air left my body. I
goggled at him as I recalled, I had left
my paper with boss.
‘He said it was a very good idea to
work on. He believes that I will the
one to do it and if I am able to achieve
it I will be promoted!’
What! What! What!
‘No wonders I don’t know from where
he gets these ideas’
‘His idea?’ I busted out in amusement
‘Yes, why?’
‘Nothing’ I bid my farewell and
walked back to my car…

International
IT News
Sthuthi V. Soans

Google Gives Up Scanning
Personal Gmail

G

oogle recently announced the end of its policy of scanning user
emails for targeted advertising purposes -- a controversial practice
that riled privacy advocates and spurred legal challenges. Gmail is
the world’s most widely used email provider, with more than 1.2
billion users. Google attributed its decision to gains it has made in the
enterprise.

Google Makes It Easier to
Create Virtual Reality Videos

G

oogle has introduced a new video format, VR180, developed with
input from its Daydream team. The VR180 format, which displays
what’s in front of the user only, delivers good video quality both
on desktop PCs and mobile devices. While VR180 videos appear in
2D on desktops and mobile devices, they appear in 3D VR when viewed with
Cardboard, Google’s Daydream headset or a PlayStation VR headset.

Cyberattackers Kick Down a
Few Parliament Email Doors

T

he United Kingdom’s Parliament on Monday reported a
cyberattack on its email system over the weekend, when hackers
attempted to access user accounts without authorization. Due to
the “robust measures” in place to protect the legislative body’s
accounts and networks, fewer than 1 percent of the 9,000 accounts on the
network were compromised, officials said. Accounts that were compromised
reportedly had weak passwords.

Microsoft Expands Linux Container
Support in Windows Server

M

icrosoft has decided to expand its support for Linux containers
in the next release of Windows Server. Linux containers and
workloads will work natively on Windows Server, said Erin
Chapple, general manager for the server operating system. The
company also will extend Window Server’s Hyper-V isolation capability, which
was introduced in the 2016 release of the operating system.
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New GitHub Marketplace
Showcases Integrators, Speeds
Development

G

itHub has launched GitHub Marketplace, featuring apps from
more than a dozen integrators. The platform allows developers to
review and purchase new tools that do everything from helping to
manage projects, to automating code building, testing code quality,
or monitoring the impact of code changes. It allows devs to start using tools
without setting up multiple accounts or payment methods.

Android at the Wheel: Google
Aims for One Vehicle Ecosystem

G

oogle showcased the next phase of its automotive strategy at its
I/O conference earlier this week, and announced partnerships
with Volvo and Audi, which unveiled concept vehicles running its
new automotive system. Embedded Android for Automotive is an
entirely new OS rather than an update to Android Auto. It will allow drivers to
utilize Google services without an Android mobile device.

Google’s New Mobile OS Will
Have a Distinctly
Non-Linux Hue

G

oogle has been developing a new open source OS called “Fuchsia”
for smartphones, tablets and other devices, which could be
unveiled as early as this summer. Little has been revealed about
the new OS since it first came to light last year. However, new
details that surfaced last week have been making the rounds. Fuchsia
apparently will move Google away from its long association with Linux.
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Microsoft Debuts Smarter
Cloud at Build

M

icrosoft executives, led by CEO Satya Nadella, introduced a
series of enhancements to the company’s critical data and cloud
services at the kickoff of its annual Build conference,
demonstrating new ways to expand adoption of artificial
intelligence, personal digital assistants and other innovations. There will be
more than 25 billion intelligent devices in the world by 2020, Nadella said.

Microsoft Buys Hexadite to
Toughen Windows Security

M

icrosoft on Thursday said it has agreed to buy a Hexadite,
which incorporates artificial intelligence in its automated
responses to cyberthreats. The acquisition will help bolster the
company’s efforts to help commercial Windows 10 customers
deal with advanced attacks on their networks, Microsoft said. The acquisition
will include Hexadite’s endpoint security automated remediation.

Exclusive: India presses
Microsoft for Windows discount
in wake of cyber attacks

I

ndia is pressing Microsoft Corp to offer a sharply discounted one-time
deal to the more than 50 million Windows users in the country so that
they can upgrade to the latest Windows 10 operating system in the wake
of ransomware attacks.
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Students’
Projects
Course Project Details
Semester 1 - Ay 2016-17
Diploma Level
Diploma
Sr.
No. Student's Name
Mithal Mahfoud Salim Al-Rawahi
1 Aysha Sinan Mohammed Al-Hadhramiya
Khadeeja Khalfan Abdullah Salim Al Dafahi
Bushra Saif Bader Al Busaidi
2 Shifa Salim Saed Al Abri

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Title

Raja'a Hamood Ahmed Al Abri
Wafa Ali Hamdan Al Mufarji
Mazoon Mahfoudh Zaher Saif Al Jabri
Asma Salim Nasir Al Azwani
Seema Masoud Talib Al Husaini
Marwa Abdullah Said Al Subhi
Asia Mohammed Said Salim Al Busaidya
Reem Mohammed Hasan Al-Amri
Buthaina Abdullah Abdul Rahman Al Hanai
Maqboola Said Saleh Al Rashdi
Ameera Salim Ali Saif Al Nabhani
Hiba Hamed
Aysha Mohammed Mubarak Al Musalahi
Zowainah Salim Hamed Al Shaqsi
Turath Abdullah Mohammed Al Saifi
Intesar Khalfan Saif Salim Al Jabri
Sara Ali Ahmed Al Busaidi
Marwa Khamis Rashed Al Khatry
Maryam Ibrahim Abdullah Al Sulaimani
Jwaher Marhon Ali Al-Fahdi
Al-Zahraa Mohammed Ahmed Al-Yaf'ei
Thuraya Mohammed Ali Alhinai
Ibtisam Sulaiman Salam Al Nabhani
Entisar Al Naser Mohammed Al-Azri
Hiba Said Saif Al Azri
Asma Abdulhameed Salim Al Salmi
Raeda Said Manaa Al Salmi
Maryam Salim Hamed Al Dhuhli
Sumaiya Said Ibrahim Al-Rawahi
Khulood Khalfan Mohammed Al Shaili
Salma Rashid Mohammed Al Abri
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Supervisor

Office Hours Utilization

Dr Sivakumar

Cooking Education Online
System

Mr Jamil

Student Hostel Booking System

Dr Sivakumar

Online Shopping Of Electronic
Products For Al-Kimyani

Mr Sanjay Gupta

Online Boutique For Women

Mr Mohammed
Ali

Cms (Client Management
System) For Al Bushra
Corporate Training Institute.

Mr Vijaya

Camel And Horse Racing
System

Mr Sajan Mathew

“Waiter In Your Pocket” For
Coasta Coffee

Mr Sanjay Gupta

Online College Attendance
Management System.

Mr Christy

Basma Goodlife Management
System

Mr Joji

Online Train Ticket Booking
System

Mr Joji

Web-Based Is For Al’ Muniruh
Beauty Center

Mr Himanshu

Course Project Details
Semester 1 - Ay 2016-17
Diploma Level
Diploma
Sr.
No. Student's Name
Mithal
SalimAl-Hinai
Al-Rawahi
Marwa Mahfoud
Said Sulaiman
1
13 Aysha
Sinan
Mohammed
Al-Hadhramiya
Muneera
Khamis
Sulaiman
Al Jamoodi
Khadeeja
Khalfan
Abdullah
Al Dafahi
Mazoon Khamis Muhana Al Salim
Riyami
Bushra
BaderHamedhamood
Al Busaidi
KhaloodSaif
Yaqoob
Al Hashami
Shifa
Salim
Saed
Al
Abri
2 Meead Said Salim Al Houti
14

3
15

4
16

5
17

6
18

7
19
8

21
9

22
10
23
11
24
12
25

Raja'a
AlAl
Abri
OmimaHamood
Mohsin Ahmed
Sulaiman
Riyami
Wafa
Ali
Hamdan
Al
Mufarji
Hiba Mohammed Habib Al-Rawahi
Mazoon
Zaher
Saif
Al Jabri
AlghaliyaMahfoudh
Mohammed
Said
Al-Amri
Asma
Azwani
ShathaSalim
SuhailNasir
SaidAl
Al-Amri
Seema
MasoudKhalifa
Talib Al
Husaini
Amna Rashid
Al-Fahdi
Marwa
Abdullah
Said
Al
Subhi
Najlaa Salim Ali Al Junaibi
Asia
Salim Al Busaidya
MozaMohammed
Ahmed Ali Said
Al Sulaimani
Reem
Mohammed
Hasan Al-Amri
Hajer Salih
Saif Al-Amri
Buthaina
Abdullah
Abdul
Rahman Al Hanai
Rahma Salih
Abdullah
Al-Shukaili
Maqboola
Said
Saleh
Al
Rashdi
Mushkas Saleem Mubkoot Al Janibi
Ameera
Salim
Saif Al Nabhani
Al Anood
SaidAli
Hamedhamdan
Al Jabri
Hiba
Hamed
Ruqaiya Said Saif Alnadabi
Aysha
Mohammed
MubarakAl
AlJabri
Musalahi
Asma Hamood
Ali Hamood
Zowainah
Salim
Hamed
Al
Shaqsi
Omar Salam Salim Al Kidi
Turath
Abdullah
Mohammed
Al Saifi
Mohammed
Sulaiman
Mohammed
Ambusaidi
Intesar
Khalfan
Saif
Salim
Al
Jabri
Muneer
Sara
Ahmed
Al Busaidi
FaisalAli
Hamed
Salim
Al Azkawi
Marwa
Khamis
Rashed
Al Khatry
Hatem Ibrahim Fallah Al-Dughaishi
Maryam
Abdullah
Al Sulaimani
Hamood Ibrahim
Ahmed Salim
Al-Gharibi
Jwaher
MarhonSalim
Ali Al-Fahdi
Yusof Hamad
Alshamsi
Al-Zahraa
Mohammed
Ahmed Al-Yaf'ei
Muhnad Juma
Khamis Al-Busaidi
Thuraya
Mohammed
Ali
Alhinai
Asila Ahmed Said Al Sibaniya
Ibtisam
Sulaiman Salam
Al Al
Nabhani
Muzna Mohammed
Moosa
Salmi
Entisar
Al
Naser
Mohammed
Al-Azri
Rahma 'Abdullah Saad Al Busaidi
Hiba
Saif
Al Azri
AsmaSaid
Salim
Alhina
Al-Hashmi
Asma
Abdulhameed
SalimAl
AlJunaibi
Salmi
Thameenah Salim Hamed
Raeda
Manaa
Al Salmi
FatemaSaid
Nasser
Yaqoub
Al Kharoosi
Maryam
Salim
Hamed
Al
Muzna Saoud Abdullah AlDhuhli
Toubi
Sumaiya
Said
Ibrahim
Al-Rawahi
Aysha Khamis Rashed Al Hadidi
Khulood Khalfan Mohammed Al Shaili
Maha Mohammed Said Al Qarni
Salma Rashid Mohammed Al Abri
Jawaher Said Ahmed Al Qasmi
Shikah Sulaiman Hamed Al Dehani
Badriya Yaseer Nasser Al Amri

Title

Supervisor

Office
Hours
Utilization
Car Rental
System

Dr
Mr Sivakumar
Vijaya

Cooking Education Online
Al-Shura Election System
System

Mr Jamil
Rajesh

Nct Ministry
Staff
HouseSystem
Student
Hostel
Booking
Contract Automation System

Dr
Mr Sivakumar
Arun

Online Shopping Of Electronic
Sura Assessment
System
Products
For Al-Kimyani

Mr Sanjay
Vinod Gupta

Online Boutique
Flower Shop
Nizwa
Online
For For
Women
Flower Shop

Mr Mohammed
Ms Sonia
Ali

Cms (Client Management
Booking For
Train
System)
AlTicket
BushraFor Al
Hoota
Cave
Corporate Training Institute.

Mr
Mr Vijaya
Sajan Mathew

Camel
And Horse
Racing
Registration
System
For The
System
Brillient Student Quran

Mr Sajan Mathew
Mr Arun

Learning School

“Waiter In Your Pocket” For
Coasta Coffee
Vistors Management Portal @
Nct
Online College Attendance
Management System.

Online Booking Service For
Basma
Goodlife Management
Nct Students
System
Medicine Expiration Date
Online
TrainOnline
TicketSystem
Booking
Monitoring
System
Bookshop Automation System (Asked The Students To Do
Web-Based
For
Muniruh
This Project Is
For
A Al’
Specific
Beauty
Center
Bookshop)
Online Clinic Management
System
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Mr Sanjay Gupta

Mohammed
Faisal
Mr Christy
Mr Mohammed
Ali
Mr Joji
Mr Jamil
Mr Joji
Mr Shoukath
Mr Himanshu
Mr Christy

Advance Diploma Level
Advance Diploma - Database
Sr.
No.

1

2

3

Student's Name
Ishraq Khlifa Said Al-Hinaai
Rafa Said Alabd Al Yarabi
Fatma Saif Abdullah Alhinai
Khadeja Awad Harith Al-Tobi
Ibtisam Nasser Mohammed Al- Shuraiqi
Safa Ali Hamood Al 'Amri

Title

Supervisor

Come & Play

Mr. Humayoun

Basmet Al Amal Clinic

Mr. Asad

Driving Text Booklet
Application

Ms. Suad

Title

Supervisor

Automated Project Induction

Mr. Svs Mani

Online Blood Bank

Mr. Jailani

Website Builder

Mr. Humayoun

Hospital Appointment App

Mr. Sheik Md.,

Teacher-Student Meeting
Scheduler App

Mr. Sheik Md.,

Spanah For General Home
Services

Mr. Asad

Workshop Registerations
Application

Ms. Suad

Personal Healthy Advising
Application

Ms. Suad

Lounge Reservation System

Mr. Asad

Shura Council Election System

Mr. Svs Mani

Learn While Play

Mr. Sathya

Trip Advisor For Al Qabas Hajj
And Umrah

Mr. Vinod

Advanced Diploma - Networking
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Student's Name
Amna Khamis Nasser Al Mahrouqi
Fatema Abdullah Mohammed Al Raqmi
Hameeda Ali Said Al Harrasi
Shaima Sulaiman Abdullah Al Sulaimi
Hajar Hamdan Yaqoob Al Qasmi
Ashwaq Mohammed Ali Al Forqaniya
Anwar Said Masaud Al Mundheri
Anood Mahmood Said Al Maharbi
Nawras Saadallah Abdullah Al Rawahi
Zanoobya Zahran Majed Al Amri
Maryam Ahmed Said Al Riyami
Maha Masaaod Mohammed Al-Muzahimi
Sabah Mobark Said Al-Syabi
Intisar Nasser Ahmed Al-Shuraiqi
Asma Saoud Salim Said Al Busaidai

8
9
10
11
12

Hajer Abdullah Nasser Al Busaidai
Muneera Khalf Hameed Al Kheyari
Badrya Sulaiman Salim Al Sabari
Asmaa Salim Hamood Al-Siyabi
Afrah Zahran Dhaher Al Housni
Marwa Salim Ali Rashed Al Ismaili
Suhailah Salim Ali Al Mahrooqi
Suaad Sulaiman Harib Al Awimari
Siham Khalfan Abdullah Alsalmi
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Advanced Diploma – Internet and E Security
Sr.
No.
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

Student's Name
Kawther Saif Said Al-Tobi
Maria Issa Al-Rawahi
Fatma Issa Said Al-Ismaili
Hanaa Salim Saif Al-Tobi

Huda Salim Said Al Riyami
Amera Khamis Salim Al-Hattali
Taiba Yusuf Adim Al Salmi
Sara Ali Salim Al-Amri
Rahma Nasser Ali Al-Julandani
Asma Hamed Said Al-Fahdiya
Maryam Hamed Mohammed Al-Busaidi
Malak Musabah Khamis Al-Nasseri
Fakhriya Alkindi
Maisa Alryami
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Title
Penetration Testing Of A Web
Server In A Network From Wifi

Supervisor
Mr. Yasir

Analysis Of OS Security
Vulnerabilities

Mr. Suresh Babu

Realtime Firewall Security
Configuration And
Management For Nizwa
College Of Technology

Mr.Narayanasamy

Server Clustering Using Linux

Dr.Mazhar

Extension Of An Isp Network
To A Remote Area

Mr.Basith

Comparison Of Various
Security Suites

Mr.Sureshbabu

Web Application Penetration
Testing Using Samuraiwtf
Linux

Mr.Sureshbabu

B.Tech.
Bachelors – Database
Sr.
No.

Student's Name
Azhar Sulaiman Salim Al Alawi
Samiya Mohammed Said Al- Sabahi

1

Nasim Sulaiman Hamood Al Mahrouqi

2

Zahra Saud Muhanna Al-Nabhani
Safa Sa'ud Ali Al Mahrouqi
Sarah Mohammed Abdullah Al- Busaidi

3

Title

Supervisor

Rop Driving Licence Testing
System

Mr. Humayoun

Dream Home Management
System

Ms. Sonia

Omancabs - A Website For
Hiring A Taxi

Mr. Vinesh

B.Tech – Networking
Sr.
No.

Student's Name
1
2

Maryam Sultan Said Al -Amri
Ikhalas Hamed Yahya Al-Busaidia

3

Manal Madhafar Al Dheeb Al Omairi

4

Jamila Ali Said Al-Qasabi

5

Anwaar Mohammed Ahmed Al Mahrouqi

6

Moza Said Salim Al-Hashemi

7

Fatma Alsinani

8

Nihal Khalifa Alhinai

9
10

Safa Hamdan Hamood Altamimi
Moza Nasser Alfurqani

11

Moza Ali Salim Alsulimani

12

Zuwaina Mansoor Alsuleimani

13

Mohammed Anatar Salim Al-Shekaili

14

Abdul Majeed Mohammad Aamer Al Sarmi
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Title
Design And Configuration Of
Campus Area Network Using
Cisco Networking Protocols

Supervisor
Mr.Narayanasamy

Layer-2 Security Attacks And
Mitigation

Mr.Basith

Network Design And
Performance Analysis To
Regulate The Packet Flow

Dr.Jehan

Network Enhancement Of
Construction Company With
Adequate Redundancy

Dr.Jehan

Implementation Of A
Telephone Private Branch
Exchange

Dr.Sivaramu

Implementation Of A Secured
And Robust Wan

Dr.Mazhar

A Real Time Implementaion Of
A Converged Network

Mr.Basith

B.Tech – Esecurity
Sr.
No.

Student's Name

Title
Penetration Testing Of A Web
Server In A Network From Wifi

Supervisor
Mr. Yasir

Analysis Of OS Security
Vulnerabilities

Mr. Suresh Babu

Mr. Narayanasamy

1

Kawther Saif Said Al-Tobi

2

Maria Issa Al-Rawahi

3

Fatma Issa Said Al-Ismaili

4

Hanaa Salim Saif Al-Tobi

5

Huda Salim Said Al Riyami

Real-time Firewall Security
Configuration And
Management For Nizwa
College Of Technology

6
7

Amera Khamis Salim Al-Hattali
Taiba Yusuf Adim Al Salmi

Server Clustering Using Linux

Dr. Mazhar

8

Sara Ali Salim Al-Amri

9

Rahma Nasser Ali Al-Julandani

Extension Of An Isp Network
To A Remote Area

Mr.Basith

10

Asma Hamed Said Al-Fahdiya

11
12

Maryam Hamed Mohammed Al-Busaidi
Malak Musabah Khamis Al-Nasseri

Comparison Of Various
Security Suites

Mr.Sureshbabu

13
14

Fakhriya Alkindi
Maisa Alryami

Web Application Penetration
Testing Using Samuraiwtf
Linux

Mr.Sureshbabu
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Course Project Details
Semester 2 - Ay 2016-17
Diploma Level
Diploma
Sr.
No.

Student's Name

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

Title

Sara Salim Nasser Al Abri
Al-Anoud Ahmed Said Al Mahruqi
Zulaikha Abdullah Mohammed Al
Rawahi
Muna Mohammed Khalfan Al 'Afeefi
Zainab Nasser Abdullah Al Harasi
Fatma Mohammed Abdullah Al
Hadhrami
Ibtihal Saleem Hamed Al Hanai
Haya Said Sulaiman Al Ouwamri
Shatha Ahmed Abdullah Al Rawahi
Douaa Salim Said Al Hashmi
Ayesha Khalifa Khalfan Al Aamri
Maya Yasir Ahmed Al Shuraiqi
Marya Sulaiman Saif Al Sabahi
Shatha Yousuf Khalfan Al-Nadabi
Huria Saud 'Abdallah Al Busaidi
Malak Abdullah Saif Hamed Al Nadabi
Balaqis Mohammed Said Al-Makhashani
Rahma Mubarak Sulaiman Ambu Saidi
Maryam Saed Said Al Hashemi
Shamsa Rashid Khamis Al Subhi
Afrah Nasser Ali Al-Hattali
Samah Sulaiman Said Al Riyami
Dad Ali Abdullah Al Toubi
Rehab Khalfan Abdullah Ali Al
Deghashi
Manal Qasim Jan Mohamed Al-Bulushi
Belqees Ahmed Soud Al-Dughaishi
Al Ghaliya Ali Thani Al Aamri
Jawaher Ali Hamedali Al Abri
Reham Nasser Salim Al Kindi
Jaleela Yasir Thabit Al Zakwani
Adhari Sulaiyam Sultan Al Shukaili
Moza Abdullah Ali Al Butarani
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Supervisor

Name Writing Robot

Mr.Sathya

Bustan Darees Dental Clinic
Management System

Mr.Rajesh

True Motion Company For
Driving System

Mr.Amalraj

Al Khaleej Hotel Room
Reservation System

Mr.Humayoun

Operational Plan Monitoring
System

Mr.Arun

Real Estate Management
System

Mr.Sajan
Mathew

Book Selling Management
System

Mr.Sajan
Mathew

Al-Diyar Party Hall
Management System

Mr.Amalraj

Saloon Booking
Management System

Mr.Joji

Web-Based Is For Babycare
Center

Mr.Himanshu

Online Retailing Abaya

Mr.Vijaya

Course Project Details
Semester 1 - Ay 2016-17
Diploma Level
Diploma
Sr.
No. Student's Name
Mithal
SalimAl
Al-Rawahi
ReemMahfoud
Yaser Zuhar
Zakwani
1 Aysha
Sinan
MohammedNasser
Al-Hadhramiya
Mazoon
Mohammed
Al-Adawi
Khadeeja
Khalfan
Abdullah
Salim
Al Dafahi
12 Elham Mohammed Hamed Al-Abri
Bushra
SaifYaseer
Bader Al
Busaidi
Shareefa
Said
Awlad Thani
Shifa
Salim
Saed
Al
Abri
2 Safa Humaid Suhail Al-Hinaai
Hamood
Ahmed
Abri
13 Raja'a
Hamada
Hamood
AliAl
Al-Shukaili
Wafa
Ali
Hamdan
Al
Mufarji
Sumaih Saleh Salim Al Hinai
3 Mazoon
Mahfoudh
ZaherAl
Saif
Al Jabri
Asma Yaseer
Ahmed
Shuraqi
Asma
Salim
Nasir Al Azwani
Basma
Mohammed
'Abdullah Al
14
Mahruqi
Seema Masoud Talib Al Husaini
Sara Salim
Ali Said
Al Busaidi
4 Marwa
Abdullah
Al Subhi
Shiyma
Said
Saif
Hamood
AlBusaidya
Hadhrami
Asia Mohammed Said Salim Al
WisalMohammed
Khalfan Said
Khalfan
Al Rawahi
Hasan
Al-Amri
15 Reem

Title
Office Hours Utilization

Dr.Tamil

Cooking Education Online
System Management
Software

Mr Jamil

Mr.Vinod

Student Hostel Booking System

Dr Sivakumar

Learners Portal For Course
Projects

Shoukath Ali

Online Shopping Of Electronic
Products For Al-Kimyani
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Dr Sivakumar

Online Electronic Porducts
Shopping System

System For Nct

5 Buthaina
Abdullah
Abdul
Rahman Al Hanai
Raham Moosa
Said
Al Masuudi
Maqboola Said Saleh Al Rashdi
Samya Salim Mohammed Al Khatry
Salim Ali Saif Al Nabhani
16 Ameera
Mathla Obaid Said Al Hashimi
6 Hiba Hamed
Hila Hedaib Hamed Al Hashimi
Aysha Mohammed Mubarak Al Musalahi
Khalfan Mohammed Khalfan Al Abbady
Zowainah
Salim
Hamed Al
Shaqsi
Abdulrahim
Abdallah
Mohammed
Al17
7 Turath
Abdullah Mohammed Al Saifi
Obeidani
Intesar
Saif Salim Al
MazinKhalfan
Said Mohammed
AlJabri
Busaidi
Sara
Ali Ahmed
Al Abdullah
Busaidi Al-Shiraiqi
Abdullah
Nasser
8
Marwa
Khamis
Rashed
Al Subaihi
Khatry
18 Amjad Khalifa Said Al
Maryam
Ibrahim
AlAl
Sulaimani
Mohamed
Said Abdullah
Mohamed
Amri
Jwaher
Marhon
Ali
Al-Fahdi
Asma Salim Alhina Al-Hashmi
9 Al-Zahraa
Mohammed
Al-Yaf'ei
Ishraq Khalifa
Ali AlAhmed
Shuraqi
19 Thuraya Mohammed Ali Alhinai
Narjas Salim Mur Thani Al Deghashi
Ibtisam
Salam
Nabhani
AsmaaSulaiman
Hamed Saif
AlAl
Othmani
10 Entisar Al Naser Mohammed Al-Azri
Hiba Said Saif Al Azri
Asma Abdulhameed Salim Al Salmi
11 Raeda Said Manaa Al Salmi
Maryam Salim Hamed Al Dhuhli
Sumaiya Said Ibrahim Al-Rawahi
12 Khulood Khalfan Mohammed Al Shaili
Salma Rashid Mohammed Al Abri

Supervisor

Mr Sanjay Gupta

Online Portal For
International Energy &
Investment L.L.C (Live
Online Boutique For Women
Project)

Mr.Mohammed
Mr Mohammed
Faisal

Hotal
Rooms
Management
Cms (Client
Management
System
System) For Al Bushra

Mr.Vijaya
Saradhi
Mr Vijaya

CamelRegistration
And Horse Racing
Gym
System

Dr
Mr Tamil
Sajan Mathew

Ama
Online
Charity
“Waiter
In Your
Pocket” For
Donation
Management
Coasta Coffee
System.

Mr.Christy
Mr Sanjay Gupta
Singh

Corporate Training Institute.

System

Online College Attendance

Ali

Online
Vehicle
Booking
Management
System.
Management System.

Mr Christy
Mr.Christy
Singh

Basma Goodlife Management
System

Mr Joji

Online Train Ticket Booking
System

Mr Joji

Web-Based Is For Al’ Muniruh
Beauty Center

Mr Himanshu

Advance Diploma Level
Advance Diploma - Database
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Student's Name
Amna Khamis Nasser Al Mahrouqi
Fatema Abdullah Mohammed Al Raqmi
Hameeda Ali Said Al Harrasi
Shaima Sulaiman Abdullah Al Sulaimi
Hajar Hamdan Yaqoob Al Qasmi
Ashwaq Mohammed Ali Al Forqaniya
Anwar Said Masaud Al Mundheri
Anood Mahmood Said Al Maharbi
Nawras Saadallah Abdullah Al Rawahi
Zanoobya Zahran Majed Al Amri
Maryam Ahmed Said Al Riyami
Maha Masaaod Mohammed Al-Muzahimi
Sabah Mobark Said Al-Syabi
Intisar Nasser Ahmed Al-Shuraiqi
Asma Saoud Salim Said Al Busaidai

8
9
10
11
12

Hajer Abdullah Nasser Al Busaidai
Muneera Khalf Hameed Al Kheyari
Badrya Sulaiman Salim Al Sabari
Asmaa Salim Hamood Al-Siyabi
Afrah Zahran Dhaher Al Housni
Marwa Salim Ali Rashed Al Ismaili
Suhailah Salim Ali Al Mahrooqi
Suaad Sulaiman Harib Al Awimari
Siham Khalfan Abdullah Alsalmi
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Title

Supervisor

Automated Project Induction

Mr. Svs Mani

Online Blood Bank

Mr. Jailani

Website Builder

Mr. Humayoun

Hospital Appointment App

Mr. Sheik Md.,

Teacher-Student Meeting
Scheduler App

Mr. Sheik Md.,

Spanah For General Home
Services

Mr. Asad

Workshop Registration
Application

Ms. Suad

Personal Healthy Advising
Application

Ms. Suad

Lounge Reservation System

Mr. Asad

Shura Council Election System

Mr. Svs Mani

Learn While Play

Mr. Sathya

Trip Advisor For Al Qabas Hajj
And Umrah

Mr. Vinod

Advance Diploma - Networking
Sr.
No.

Student's Name
1
2

Ahmed Rashid Salim Al-Shukaili
Muneer Sulaiman Rashid Al-Busaidi

3

Nasiba Ali Sabeeh Al-Rawahi

4

Alzulaikha Bader Saif Al Rawahi

5

Raja Mohammed Saud Al Kharusi

6

Nihal Khalaf Sulaiman Al Tobi

7

Ameera Khamis Ali Al-Moot

8

Ibtisam Salim Said Al-Hadhramiya

9

Khalsa Sulaiman Hamed Al-Omairi

10

Zainab Abdullah Hamood Al Musharfi

11

Ghadeer Saleh Mohammed Al Jabri

12

Tahani Abdullah Soud Al-Hadhramiya

13

Maysa Nasir Hamed Al Hmaimi

Title

Supervisor

Design And Simulating A Secure
Network

Ms. Kalaivani

Development Of A Physical
Security Model For Data Center
Protection

Mr. Abdul Basith

Designing And Implementation
Of Wan

Dr. Sivaramu

Design And Configuration Of
Secured Campus Network

Dr. Jehan

Advanced Diploma – Internet and E Security
Sr.
No.

Student's Name
Raya Hamood Salim Hamood Al Riyami
Zinab Nasser Hareb Al Wardi
1

2

Supervisor
Ms.Kalaivani

Secured Lan Messer

Mr.Suresh Babu

Host Penetration Testing

Mr.Suresh Babu

Rumaisa Nasser Said Al Aamri
Aysha Mohammed Mubarak Al Musalahi
Marya Moosa Mansoor Ali Al Harrasi
Mahfoudha Talib Mubarak Mohammed Al
Jabri
Hajer Mohammed Said Nasser Al Riyami
Ahlam Said Saif Al Hatmi

3

Title
Penetration Testing Of Android
Using Kalilinux

Taqwa Abdullah Issa Al-Ghanimi
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Bachelors - Database
Sr.
No.

Student's Name

Title

Hanadi Saif Salman Al-Dafaei

1

iSiahaa - Touch the culture of
Oman (aka Trip Advisor)

Muznah Hilal Mohammed Al-Shukaili

2

Zahra Salim Said Al Aamri
Safa Ali Hamood Al 'Amri
Laila Nasser Khalfan Al-Huseini

3

Ibtisam Nasser Mohammed Al-Shuraiqi
Nuha Nasser Mohammed AL-Nahwi

4

Altaf Abdullah Nasser Al-Hinai
Muneera Salim Hamad Al-Hashemi

6

Maitha Salim Rashid Al-Mahrouqi
Eiman Masoud Salim AL-Jadeedi
Kothar Sulaiman Abdullah AL-Rubkhi

7

Supervisor
Dr. Khalfan

NCT Clinic Management
System - With Student Medical
Cerificate Verification Support

Ms. Sonia

NCT Staff Data Warehouse

Ms. Sonia

Staff Training Management
Module

Mr. Sivakumar

Sports World Management
System

Mr. Sivakumar

Online Mobile Shopping System

Mr. Joji

Zamzam Said Muslim Al Shukaily

Bachelors - Networking
Sr.
No.

Student's Name
1

Zamzam Salim Saif Al-Busaidi

2

Ahlam Mohammed Said Al-Mahrouqi

3

Miaad Abdullah Hamood Alhinai

4

Tahani Marzok Bati Al Jabri

5

Samahir Zahir Salim Alhadhrami

6

Aliya Mohammed Ahmed Al-Mahrouqi

7

Amina Salim Abdullah Al-Hadhramiya

8
9

Mysa Mohammed Hamad Al-Ismaili
Aysha Hamad Mansoor Al-Mufadhali

10
11

Anwar Abdullah Nasser Al-Subhi
Bushra Hilal Mansor Al-Sabahi

12

Amira Mahmood Mohammed Al Shereiqi

13
14

Mahriya Khalf Salim Al Subhi
Ameena Awadh Khalfan Al-Haji

15

Alya Said Hamood Al-Zakwani

16

Rahma Saif Said Al-Shuraiqi

Title
Simulated network and
configuration

Dr.Sivaramu

Implementation of QoS in an
Enterprise Network

Dr.Mazhar

Comparison of different
Dynamic routing
protocols

Dr.Mazhar

Design a Private WAN for an
Enterprise Using GNS3

Dr.Jehan

Robust and Secure Network
Simulation for an Enterprise

Dr.Mazhar

Internet of Home and Office
things

Mr.Suresh Babu
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Supervisor

Bachelors - Internet And E Security
Sr.
No.

Student's Name

Title

Supervisor

1 Anood Ali Humaid Al-Junaibi
2 Intisar Nasser Salmeen Al Hinaai

Penetration testing of Fedora
Linux

Mr.Yasir

3 Al-Shifa Abdullah Salim Al-Masroori
4 Halima Abdullah Ali Rubkhi
5 Safa Hamood Salim Al Hinai

Intrusion Detection and
Prevention Systems

Mr.Suresh Babu

Secure Chat Website

Mr.Yasir

6
7
8
9

Sarah Rashid Hamad Al Hanai
Safa Mohammed Hamood Al Riyami
Maryam Mansoor Suroor Al Jabri
Taqwa Abdullah Issa Al-Ghanimi
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More Photos
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